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ABSTRACT
This thesis explores three theories of the meaning (intension or use) of 'true': the
Redundancy Theory, the Prosentential Theory, and a theory called the plain Conception

of

Truth.
The first two of these theories challenge some fundamental assumptions on which
rest the traditional trinity oftheories ofthe meaning of ,true,(namely, the conespondence,
coherence, and pragmatist theories). One ofthese assumptions is that we should analyse
expressions of the

form'X

predicate is used

to attribute the property of being true to the referent of ,X'. On

is

true'into a subject term'X'and

a predicate'is true'where the

the

assumption that 'true' expresses a property, philosophers have exerted considerable energy

trying

to

fathom what this property consists

in (e.g. conespondence with

coherence with a coherent system of beliefs, etc.). But

reality,

if the Redundancy or Prosentential

theories are correct, this assumption is wrong: according to the Redundancy Theory,'true,

is not onJy non-attributive but eliminable without

semantic loss, according

Prosentential Theory (a theory based on the notion ofprosentences, a concept

I

to

the

explain at

length), 'true', though not eliminable, is to be understood in a non-attributive prosentential
ma¡rner,

In Chapters 1 and 2 of this thesis, both theories are explained and criticized; I

conclude that neither the Redundancy Theory nor the Prosentential Theory offers a
plausible account of the meaning (use) of 'true'.

Having rejected the two aforementioned theories,

I

expound in Chapter 3 of this

thesis a theory of the meaning (intension) of 'true' (the Plain Conception of Truth) whose

ancestry can be traced back to A¡istotle.

I

contend that this theory offers a (desirably)

simple and common-sensical answer to the question of what we mean by'true,: to say that
a statement P is true is to say that things are as they are stated in P to be.
idea and defend

it against some anticipated objections.

I

explain this

lt
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At this Pilate

said

to him, "So, then, you are a king?"

Jesus replied:

"It

is you who say

I am king.

The reason I was born,
the reason I came into the world,
is to testify to the truth.

Anyone committed to the truth hears my voice."
I'Wlrat does that mean?"
"Truthl" said Pilate,
(John,

XVIII, 37-38)

INTRODUCTION
Pontius Pilate was not the first, nor the last, to pose this age-old question, for many a
philosopher down the ages has posed it as well. However, twentieth century philosophers

ofthe anal¡ic traditio4 when posing it,

have largely washed their hands of, and thereby

left to the theologians, the issue ofwhether Jesus testified to the truth. Instead, they have
tended to concern themselves with matters of truth far more mundane.

Witness the mundaneness of their concerns in their theories

of truth,

which,

broadly speaking, may be characterized as falling into (one or more of) three rough
categories:

(1)

Some theories oftruth are advanced with the aim ofdefining (whether
prescriptively, or contextually) the meaning (intension and/or
descriptively,
,
use) of 'true'(or of some analogue such as'wahr','wai', etc.) and thereby
the concept of truth.

(2)
(3)

2

Other theories of truth are advanced with the aim of formally defining a
truth predicate for some formalized language such that the definiens is
strictly extensionally equivalent to the definiendum.
In yet other theories oftruth, some antecedently understood gonception of
truth is used for broader philosophical purposes, such as explicating the
notion ofmeaning, defending some metaphysical position, or providing
criteria by which we may know, or at least be justified in believing, which
statements (or what have you) are true.

(The above taxonomy is a modified form ofthe taxonomy provided in Soames 1984,441).
Some examples oftheories

Examples of Type

ofTlpes (l), (2) and (3)include the following.

(l)

include, inter alia,

The

traditional trinity of theories of the

meaning of 'true' (and of 'truth'). Composing the trinity are the conespondence (e.g. 'X is

true':df X corresponds to reality),

the coherence (e.g. 'X is true' =df. X coheres with a

coherent system of beliefs, propositions, etc.) and the pragmatist (e,g. 'X is true' =df, X

would be accepted by epistemic agents at the ideal limit of inquiry) theories ofthe meaning

of 'true'.
Tarski's Semantic Theory

of Truth, which shows how to formally define for

formalized language a truth predicate such that the definiens

is strictly

a

extensionally

equivalent to the definiendum, is the prime examplar oftheories ofType (2),

We may characterize, as an example of Type (3), the Davidsonian project of

appllng a Tarskian inspired conception of truth to the explication of the notion of
meaning. (Davidson 1967, 1969, 1984; The Davidsonian project, however, is perhaps

better characterized as an attempt to replace the notion of meaning with a Tarskian
inspired conception of truth.)

As an another example of Type (3), witness the sundry debates conceming
metaphysical realism wherein contemporary metaphysical realists (e.g. Devitt 1984)
usually wield, as part oftheir arrnory, a conespondence conception of truth. By contrast,

contemporary metaphysical anti-realists (e.g, Dummett 1978) usually wield, as part of

3

their own armory, an epistemic conception oftruth (typically some neo-coherentist or neopragmatist conception).

As yet another example of Type (3), witness those coherence theories

(e.g.

Blanshard 1939) according to which coherence provides the meaning of 'true' and the test

or criterion of truth.

The above examples betoken how philosophers (twentieth century anal¡ic
philosophers

in particular) have been wont to label as "theories of truth" a

rather

formidable array of theories whose concems may range from the meaning of 'true', to
meaning in general, to the nature of reality,

to the nature of knowledge and epistemic

justification. In other words, under the rubric of "theories of truth" come theories designed

to tackle some ofthe grandest and most difficult ofphilosophical questions. Consequently,
he who proposes, Iike me, to write a thesis on truth must with care delimit its scope;
otherwise, he risks being overwhelmed by the ever so many formidable questions in which
the concept oftruth rears its head,

To keep this thesis within manageable proportions,
as

I

propose to delimit its scope

follows.

I will not (or

virtually not), save for some remarks on the notion(s) of realism,

discuss herein theories

of Type (3). Such theories, as betokened by the examples above,

typically presuppose theories of Type

(l)

or (2), and use them for broader philosophical

purposes. (For instance, metaphysical realists tend to adopt a correspondence view ofthe
meaning of 'truth'and conjoin this view with the thesis that reality (or some portion of it)

is independent of human thought or perception. Note, however, thåt one can adopt
conespondence theory ofthe meaning of 'truth' and hold that reality (or some portion

a

of

it) is not independent of human thought or perception. Simitarly, though pragmatist and
coherence theories of the meaning

of 'truth' are typically espoused by anti-realists, Peirce

4
1934 (for instance), the father of pragmatism, held realist views about the nature ofreality.

More on this in a moment,) In the course of the following thesis,

I wili be primarily

interested in, and so will nanow my focus to, three theories (to be brought to light in a
moment) ofa far less sweeping nature than those ofType (3).
What's more,

I will not (or virtually not)

discuss herein theories

of Type (2), the

prime examplar of which being Tarski's. My reason for wanting to discuss theories other
than Tarski's (and its variants) is the following. While Tarski showed us how to define a

truth predicate for each ofa number of formalized languages, his definitions do not tell us
what these truth predicates have in common. In other words, he defined truth predicates

of the form 'true in L', each applicable to a single language L, but he did not define
predicate of the form 'true in

L'for

a

variable 'L'. As Donald Davidson has recently put it,

arguing that there is more to the concept oftruth than is captured by Tarski's definitions:

Nothing in Tarski's truth definitions hints at what it is that these definitions
have in common. Unless we are prepared to say there is no single concept of
truth (even as applied to sentences), but only a number of different concepts
for which we use the same word, we have to conclude that there is more to
the concept of truth - something absolutely basic, in fact - which Tarski's
definitions do not touch." (1990, 288; cf Dummen 1978, Field 1972, Black
1948),

While Tarski's definitions do ensure that the definiens of his truth predicates are

strictly extensionally equivalent to the definiendums, his definitions don't capture the
meaning ofthese truth predicates (the concept oftruth) and "they give us no idea how to
apply the concept of truth to a new case, whether the new case is a new language or a

word newly added to the language" @avidson lbid., 286). Consequently,
interested

in

more than the strict extensional equivalence

if

one is

of a definiens with the

definiendum ofa truth predicate in some formalized language, the "more than" being the
meaning of 'true' in general, then one must look elsewhere.

5

Elsewhere being presumably theories ofType
thesis,

I

propose to discuss th¡ee theories of Type

(l). In the course of the following

(l),

which theories are altematives to

(at least to the popular construals of) the traditional trinity of theories ofthe meaning of
'true'. But before introducing the theories

I

do propose to discuss, let me explain what

motivates my interest in theories ofType (1). and why I propose to discuss alternatives to
the traditional trinity.

What motivates my interest in theories of Type
answers to an intriguing question, namely, what

it

(l)

means

is that in them are purported

to say that something is true.

This, in turn, is tantamount to asking: What is the concept of truth? If one of the aims

of

philosophy is the achievement ofclear thinking, and ifclear thinking is achieved (at least in

part) by understanding the concepts one employs (especially the important ones), then the
concept of truth is worth the effort to understand, for

it

pervades philosophical thought

and discourse.

Attesting to this pervasiveness is the raft of central philosophical concepts which
presuppose (often implicitly) the concept

of truth. These include, inter alia,

important logical and epistemic concepts as validity (an argument is valid

itrif

such

its premises

àre lrue, its conclusion must be frze), consistency (a set ofsentences is consistent

iffthere

is an assignment of fnr¡å values to the sentences such that each sentence in the set is lrue),

enor (false belief), failibility (susceptibility to error), knowledge (lrze Gettier-proof
justìfied belief), verification (to show to be

tue or to test for tntth),

and so the list goes

on. Even the very notion ofthe epistemic point ofview seems to presuppose the notion

of

truth. For is not the epistemic point of view essentially concemed with the question of
knowledge and with the question of the grounds by which we may be justified in believing
certain things (statements or what have you) to be true? And so, is not the epistemic point

of view essentially concemed with the question of believing what is true and disbelieving

6

what is false? Given the central role the concept of trufh plays (or at least seems to play) in

philosophical thought and discourse, theories which purport

to elucidate its nature

are

worthy of exploration.
WTy, then, do

I

propose to discuss alternatives to the correspondence, coherence

and pragmatist theories? The answer, simply put, is ihat there are a host of reasons for
being dissatisfied with all th¡ee (at least with respect to some of their prominent versions).

Unfortunately, without providing you, my reader, a detailed exposition and criticism ofthe
sundry versions ofthese theories (a task requiring a thesis, or several theses, unto itself), I
cannot briefly give you my objections to these theories and also do these theories proper

justice. And so, though I will briefly give a few ofmy objections to the traditional theories,
please bear in mind that these objections are not intended

damaging

to be taken

as decisive

or

even

to all versions of the said theories. They are only intended to give you a a

soupçon ofthe flavour of what a more extended criticism might taste like.

Let's begin with the correspondence theory which is by far the most cornmonsensical

of the trinity. The gist of this theory is this: to say something (a belief

proposition, statement, or what not) is true is to say that

it

corresponds to (agrees with)

reality (facts, states of affairs). While this theory seems, at first blush, to be almost
unquestionably right, and accurate, moreover, as a reportive definition, one of the chief
problems in defending this theory is our seeming inability to find an intuitively satisfactory
account of the correspondence relation.

To take an example, consider the account of conespondence as isomorphic
representation. The influential idea ofthe early Wittgenstein (1922;

cf

Russell 1918) was

(to put it roughly) that the notion of correspondence could be explained as a mirroring or
picturing or copying relation of isomorphic representation between propositions/sentences
and the world (that is, the constituents and structure of a given true proposition were

thought

to mirror the

constituents and structure

of the fact which the propositiol

represents). One ofthe many reasons this idea proves unsatisfàctory is that there does not
seem

to be any plausible account of how this isomorphic representation is supposed to

work. This is especially the case,

as

Moser (1989, 25) points out, with propositions about

un¡ealized situations (e.g, 'If Hitler had not been bom, the Second World War would not

have occurred.'), normative propositions (e.g, 'One ought to be kind to orphans.') and
mathematical or logical propositions (e.g.'2+4=6'¡. None ofthe said propositions seems to

involve a minoring or picturing relation with the world. (For additional criticisms of the
notion of correspondence as isomorphic representation and for overviews and criticisms

other versions

of the correspondence theory (Austin's for

of

instance), see Prior 1967,

Mackie 1970 &1973, O'Connor 1975, Haack 1978, Grayling 1982, and Sauvé 1991, In
chapter 3 of this thesis, I will expound a conception of truth, whose ancestry can be traced

back

to Aristotle, which captures what I think is the key

insight

of the idea of

correspondence viz., that a statement is true iffthings are as they are stated in it to be.)

If

one of the major problems in defending a correspondence theory is to find a

plausible account ofthe correspondence relation, why not settle instead fo¡ a coherence or
pragmatist theory? At least part of what's unappealing with explaining the concept of truth

with epistemic concepts such

as coherence, warranted assertability, what

would be verified

or confirmed by epistemic agents in ideal epistemic conditions, and the like, is that such
epistemic concepts seem

to (at least implicitly)

presuppose the more basic concept

of

truth.
Take, for instance, the notion of coherence.

If Dancy (1985, 110) is right,

seems he is, all coherentists agree that consistency is a necessary condition

and it

for coherence.

(While cohereitists typically take consistency to be a necessary condition for coherence,
they also typically hsist that it is not a sufficient condition. For instance, Bradley (1914,

8

223) insisted on comprehensiveness: 'rtruth is an ideal expression ofthe Universe, at once
coherent and comprehensive." Blanshard (1939, 265-266) contended that

in a fully

coherent system ofpropositions no proposition would be arbitrary and "every proposition

would be entailed by the others jointly or even singly, no proposition would stand outside
the system." In contemporary coherentist episremologies (see for instance Dancy op.ciî.)

the notion of coherence is explained in terms of the consistency and

mutual

explanatoriness of a system of beliefs.)

However important coherence may be as a test or criterion of truth, one of the
many problems with defining truth in terms of coherence is that the notion of coherence
seems

to presuppose the more basic nolion oftruth. For does not the notion of coherence

presuppose the more basic notion of consistency which itself presupposes the more basic

notion of truth? How can consistency by understood or explained without appealing
implicitly or explicitly to the notion of truth? A¡d since we typically define consistency in
terms of trutb would
consistency,

it not be preferable, if

possible,

to not define truth in terms of

in order to avoid the conceptual circularity such a definition seems to

introduce?

A similar kind of conceptual circularity appears to infect pragmatist attempts to
define truth

via

epistemic concepts (warranted assertability, idealized epistemic

justification, and the like). Ifthe epistemic point ofview is essentially concerned with the
question

of knowledge and with the question of the grounds by which we may be

justified in believing certain things to be true, then to resort to epistemic concepts to
define truth is tantamount to defining it with concepts which presuppose it.

For instance, Peirce, the father of pragmatism, told us that "the opinion which is
fated to be ultimately agreed to by all who investigate [using the scientific method], is
what we mean by the truth." (1934,268) But in explaining why the scientific method is

9

superior to all other methods of inquiry, he contended that

it alone among methods of

inquiry is constrained by reality; and since reality, according to Peirce, is independent of
anyone's beliefs about

it, this constraint will bring about a convergence of opinions to

an

eventual consensus. This eventual consensus is truth, and truth is conespondence with

reality, and therefore satislying

to

believe since

ii

is

stable and immune Íïom the

disturbance of doubt (lhid.,268fr). Thus Peirce, in explaining consensus at the limit

of

inquiry, appealed to a non-epistemic construal of truth (as it happens, a conespondence
construal),

Moreover, a prominent epigonus of Peirce, William James, who said that "true
ideas are those we can assimilate, validate, corroborate, and verifu," said in the same vein

that "truth is a property of certain ofour ideas. It means their agreement, as falsity means
their disagreement, with reality" (1907 ,97).

That prominent historical pragmatists like Peirce and James appealed to a nonepistemic construal (as it happens, a correspondence construal) ofthe concept oftruth is,

l

think, no mere slip ofthe pen, For if the epistemic point of view is essentially concerned

with believing what is true and disbelieving what is false, then to define the concept of
truth with epistemic concepts is to engage in a kind of conceptual circularity. Wlen one is
pressed to break out

ofthe circle, it

seems that one is compelled,

willy-nilly, to resort to

a

more basic non-epistemic contrual of the concept of truth.
LÆt me stress

two points in this regard. First, it might be retorted that not

conceptual circularity

is

vicious, some may even be unavoidable. Fair

all

enough.

Nonetheless, all things being equal, would it not be preferable to try to define the concept

of truth non-epistemically if possible, given that we typically explain epistemic concepts in
terms of truth? Would

it not

resort, and not as a first resort?

be preferable to resort

to conceptual circularity as a last
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Second,

it

might be retorted that the objection

of

conceptual circularity to

defining truth epistemically begs the question that the epistemic point

of view

is

essentially concemed with believing what is true and disbelieving what is false, Maybe
so. But

I would challenge you to try to define the epistemic point oiview (and concepts

such as consistency, knowledge, verification, and the like) without either implicitly or

explicitly appealing to the notion of truth.

In sum, then, if we

espouse a conespondence theory

of truth, one of the major

problems we are faced with is our seeming inability to find a plausible account of the
correspondence relation; and

if we tum to its traditional rivals, the coherence and

pragmatisf theories, we are left with theories which define truth with concepts which seem

to presuppose truth. (These ofcourse are by no means the only criticisms we can make of
such theories. For overviews and additional criticisms of the coherence and pragmatist
theories, see, for instance, White 1967,

Ezorsþ

1967, Mackie 1973, Alston 1979, Haack

1978, Grayling 1982, and Sauvé 1991).

If we

are unhappy with the traditional

trinity of theories of the meaning of 'true',

what alternatives might we wish to explore? In this thesis,

I

propose

to

discuss three

altematives to the traditional trinity.
The first two, namely, the Redundancy Theory (also known as the "No-Truth" or
"Disappearance" theory of truth) and the Prosentential Theory (a theory based on the

notion of prosentences, a concept

I will

explain at length) challenge some fundamental

assumptions on which rest the traditional theories of the meaning of 'true'. One of these
assumptions is that, when faced with expressions of the

form'X

is true', we should follow

the standard grarnmatical analysis of subjectþredicate sentences according to which 'X is

true'is

analysed into a subject

'X

and a predicate'is true', where the predicate attributes

(that is, is used by a person to attribute) the property of being true to the referent of 'X'.

l1
On the assumption (usually taken as given) that there is a property attributed by the truth

predicate (namely, the property of being tn:e), philosophers have exerted considerable
energy trying to fathom what this property consists in (e.g. conespondence with reality,
coherence

with a system of beliefs, etc,), But if the Redundancy or Prosentential theories

are correct, the standard grammatical analysis of sentences containing the truth predicate
is wrong; and consequently, pfulosophers may very well have been pursuing a will-o'-the-

wisp in formulating theories of the intension of a supposedly attributive 'true'. In chapters

I

and 2 of this thesis, the Redundancy and Prosentential Theories will be explained and

criticized; in the course of this criticism, it will be argued that there are good grounds for
not accepting their radical proposals. Howbeit, one ofthe reasons for taking the challenge
offered by these two theories seriously is that both theories force us to ask ourselves why
we hold that 'is true' is a genuine predicate and being true a genuine property.

Finally, in Chapter 3,

I will expound

a theory of the meaning of 'true' (the Plain

Conception of Truth) according to which'is true'is a genuine predicate and being true a

genuine property.

I

will

contend that this theory, which traces

its ancestry back to

Aristotle, captures the key insight of the idea of correspondence (viz. that the truth of a
statement

P depends on things being as they are stated in P to be) while remaining

(desirably) neutral on a score of epistemic and ontological questions typically associated

with conespondence theories of truth. What these questions are will soon be brought to
light.
Our plan now delíneated, let's direct our minds to the Redundancy Theory of Truth
and see whether it testifies to the truth.
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Chapter l. The Redundancy Theory ofTruth

In this chapter, we will
sometimes called the "No Truth"

explore the Redundancy Theory

of Truth, a

theory

or "Disappearance" theory of truth. The chapter will be

expository, exegetical and critical.
'Redundancy Theory of Truth' and

I will begin by defining what I

I wilt draw two

mean by the term

dìstinctions too often slurred over in

the philosophical literature on truth. Next, I will contend that, although the origins of the

theory are typically traced back to Frank Ramsey, Ramsey himself was probably not a
"Ramseyan" (a redundancy advocate) on truth. Ironically, many philosophers think that

the "Ramseyan" position on truth is essentially correct. Since
essentially incorrect,

I

think this position

is

I will advance reasons for rejecting it.

1.

REDTINDANCY THEORY OF TRUTH DEFINED

By the term'Redundancy Theory of Truth,'I will understand the thesis comprising
the claims that (a) the truth predicate 'is true' can be eliminated without semantic loss (in
other words, we can assert without the truth predicate anything we can assert with it) and

(b) the truth predicate does not attribute the property of being true to anything since, on

this view, there is no such property as bçitg_Iru-e.

In light of

these two claims, the

following clarifications are in order.

l.l.

CLAIMS (a) AND (b) ARE DISTINCT.

recognize that the theory, as

It is crucially important

I will understand it, comprises

and that (b) does not follow ipso

that we

a conjunction of both claims

facto from (a). I emphasize the distinction at the outser

of our discussion because I've discovered, to my dismay, that both claims are sometimes
corflated in the philosophical literature on truth, It does not follow that, if one shows how

to eliminate the truth predicate without semantic loss, then one has thereby shown that
being true is not a property, for claims (a) and (b) are mutually independent ofeach other.

For example, a correspondence theorist would reject (b) but could still accept (a) by
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arguing that we can eliminate the truth predicate by replacing it with ,corresponds to the
facts' or some analogue thereof.

Moreover, one's abílity

to

systematically eliminate every instance

of the truth

predicate may indicate, not that being true is not a property, but rather that one has
understood (whether consciously or not) what being true consists in. For example, my
ability to systematically eliminate'is a brother'by replacing it with ,is a male sibling' does
not show that being a brother is not a property, but shows rather (or at least would seem

to show) that I have recognized that to be a brother is to be a male sibling.
Consequently, any redundancy theory worth its salt must not only show that the

truth predicate can be eliminated without semantic loss, but it must also show that being
true is not a property (or at least, that we can do without the widely held assumption that
being true is a property); otherwise, the theory would not constitute an alternative to other

theories of truth. One can think of the redundancy theo¡ist's project as that of trying to
translate sentences containing the truth predicate into sentences devoid ofany expression,
such as definiens for the truth predicate, which either implicitly or explicitly involves an
understanding ofthe putative concept of truth.

1.2. TWO SENSES OF'REDIINDANCY'DISTINGUISHED,

two

senses of'redundancy' which

I will dub 'superfluous

I will

disringuish

redundancy' and 'non-attributive

redundancy,'The distinction between the two senses occurred to me while reading W.E.
Johnson's famous work Logic (Part 1)

of

1921 (a widely read logic text

ofthe

1920s and

1930s). Let me therefore explain the distinction by briefly explaining some of Johnson,s

views on truth, since understanding his views on truth will shed light on Ramsey's
(Ramsey was a student and later a colleague ofJoh¡son at Cambridge in the 1920s).

Johrson defined a proposition (which he also called an "assertum") as being, not a
self-subsistent abstract entity, but ¡ather the object or content

ofan assertive attitude such
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as a belief or judgment. That is,

a

proposition

is not an abstract entity existing

independently ofa believing or judging, but is rather the content, the "what is believed or

judged," of the assertive attitude. He held that "the tr_uth of

a

judgment (expressed in a

proposition) may be said to mean that the proposition is in accordance with a certain fact,
while any proposition whose falsity would necessarily follow from the truth of the former
is in discordance with that fact." (16)

Interestingly enough, when Johrson considered the question

of

whether the

proposition 'p is true'is equivalent for ordinary purposes to the simple proposition p, he
observed:

It

to me futile to enter into much controversy on this point, because it
anyone who asserts the proposition p is
implicitly committing himself to the assertion that p is true. And again the
consideration of the proposition p is indistinguishable from the consideration
of the proposition p as being true; or the attitude of doubt in regard to the
proposition p simply means the attitude of doubt as regards p being true.
These illustrations, in my view, show that we may say strictly that the
adjective true is redundant as applied to the proposition p; which illustrates
the principle, which I have put forward, that a proposition by itself is, in a
certain sense, incomplete and requires to be supplemented by reference to the
appears

will be universally agreed that

assertive attitude. (52)
Johnson, as the reader may have already noticed, does NOT count as a redundancy

theorist by the lights of my definition. Although he holds that the truth predicate is
redundant when predicated

ofa specified proposition p, this is only because

he holds that

the asserter of p implicitly commits himself to the assertion that p is true, and thus the
explicit addition ofthe truth predicate is redundant in the sense of being superfluous. By
contrast, the redundancy theorist, as

I

have defined his project, holds that the assertion

that p is equivalent to the assertion that p is true because the truth predicate is redundant
in the sense ofnot attributing the property ofbeing true, since, according to him, there is
no such property.
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Because this distinction is so important but so often un-noticed, Iet me, at the risk

of repetition, explain it another way. If someone tells us that the truth predicate in 'p

is

true' is redundant, we should ask him: do you mean (a) that the addition of the truth
predicate isn't needed because it is already implied in the asserting ór believing or judging

that p? or (b) that the addition ofthe truth predicate isn't needed because there is no such
property as being true?

If

he adheres to (a) but not to (b), then he does not count as a

redundancy theorist for my purposes because he is not advocating an alternative to other
theories of truth such as the correspondence theory.

Although this distinction between superfluous redundancy and non-attributive
redundancy may seem obvious once noticed,

I

am stressing

it

because

it's a distinction

perennially slurred over in much ofthe philosophical literature on truth. This is one ofthe
reasons,

I

suspect, that Frank Ramsey is so often construed as being a "Ramseyan." Let

me explain.

2. WAS RAMSEY A ''RAMSEYAN"?

Having defined the theory, let's now proceed to see who originated the theory so

defined.

A

commonplace belief among anal¡ic philosophers

is that the

intellectual

paternity ofthe theory is directly traceable to a few briefthough seminal remarks in Frank
Ramsey's otherwise forgotten paper "Facts and Propositions"

(to

name

a few names), is the view of

of 1927. This, for

instance

such distinguished truth-theory colour-

coÍrmentators as Pitcher 1964, Haack 1978, and Grayling 1982, among others; Ayer

1936, arguing that 'p is true' is simply a way of asserting p and that truth is not a real
quality or relation, cites Ramsey's "Facts and Propositions"; Grover et.al, 1975fl whose
theory, as we will see in the next chapter, involves the denial that truth ís a property or

relation, see their theory as an offshoot of Ramsey's. Since Ramsey is allegedly the
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progenitor of the theory (which is often referred

to as the

"Ramseyan" view

or

the

''Ramseyan" thesis), let's examine what he actually wrote,

At the begiruríng ofhis paper, Ramsey proposes to deal with the logical analysis of
what may be called a judgment, belief or assertion, and he says that we must distinguish
between the mental state and the object(s)

of the mental state. For example, if

I

am

judging that Caesar was murdered, there is, on the one hand, the mental state ofjudging

(the mental factor or factors), and on the other, the object of the judging viz., the
proposition that Caesar was murdered (the objective factor or factors). (By 'proposition,'
Ramsey seems to mean a kind of logical construction from the constituents: Caesar and

murder. If this seems less than clear, it's because Ramsey himself is less than clear as to
what he mears by 'objective factors',) My judging that Caesar was murdered consists in
the holding of some relation or relations between my mind and the objective factors (the
constituents of the proposition judged).

After discussing Bertrand Russell's logical atomist views on the objective factors of
judgment (for details, see pp. 153-157), Ramsey digresses briefly, before proceeding
further with the analysis ofjudgment, to say something about truth and falsehood "in order

to show that there is really no

separate problem of truth but merely a linguistic muddle."

(157) He continues: "Truth and falsity are ascribed primarily

to

propositions. The

proposition to which they are ascribed may be explicitly given or described. (157) Notice

right off the bat that (a) Ramsey does not deny that there is a problem concerning the
nature of truth (he says oniy that

it is not a problem s€parate from the analysis of

judgment), and (b) he explicitly says that truth a¡d falsity are ascribed primarily to
propositions (no where in the paper does he deny that 'true' and 'false' are attributive
adjectives).
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If we take

cases where the proposition

is explicitly given, for example, 'it is true

that Caesar was murdered' and 'it is false that Caesar was murdered,' we find,

says

Ramsey, that the latter mean no more than 'Caesar was murdered' and 'Caesar was not

murdered' respectively. "So also we can sây'it is a fact that he was murdered' or 'that he
was murdered is contrary to fact'." (157-158) Ramsey adds
may be used for emphasis or

that'it is true' and'it is false'

for stylistic reasons, or to indicate the position occupied by a

statement in an argument.

Tuming

to

cases

in which the proposition is not explicitly given,

acknowledges that "we get statements from which we carurot
eliminate the words 'true' and 'false'." (158) For example,

if I

in ordinary

Ramsey

language

say 'he is always right'

meaning thereby that the propositions a pa¡ticular person asserts are always true, then

there doesn't seem to be any way of expressing this without the use of the word 'true,'

But if, Ramsey continues (echoing Johnson), we recognized that 'p is true'

is

simply equivalent to p, then we could translate'he is always right'as'for all p, if he asserts

p, p is true' where the 'is true' is superfluous in meaning. "This may perhaps be
clearer by supposing,

made

for a moment, that only one form of proposition is in question,

say

the relational form aRb; then'he is always right'could be expressed by'for all a. R., b, if he
asserts aRb, then aRb'

to which 'is true' would be an obviously superfluous addition,

"

(158) When all forms of proposition are included, Ramsey contends that the analysis is
more complicated but not essentially different and that "it is clear that the problem is not
as

to the nature of truth and falsehood, but as to the nature ofjudgment or assertion, for

what is difficult to analyse in the above formulation is'he asserts aRb'.' (158) The truth or

falsity ofajudgment depends on what proposition it is that isjudged and

what we have to explain is the meaning of saying that the judgment is a
judgment that a has R to b, i.e. is true if aRb, false if not. We can, if we like,

l8
say that

it is true if there exists

a corresponding fact that a has R to b, but this
is essentially not an analysis but a periphrasis, for'the fact that a has R to b'is
no different from'4 has R to h.'(158-159).

Notice that Ramsey is not rejecting the correspondence theory of truth; all he's
saying is that it's periphrastic (to use a longer expression in place of a possible shorter

form ofexpression) to speak ofa corresponding fact ihat ê has R to b when we can more
simply say that ¿ has R to þ.

Later in the paper, while discussing the attitudes of believing and disbelieving,
Ramsey, echoing his teacher Johnson, says that any such attitude can
be defined in terms of the truth-possibilities of atomic propositions with which
it agrees or disagrees- Thus if we have n atomic propositions, with regard to

their truth and falsity there are 2n mutually exclusive possibilities, and a
possible attitude is given by taking any set ofthese and saying that it is one of
this set which is in fact realised, not one ofthe remainder. Thus to believe p or
q is to express agreement with the possibilities p true and q true, p false and q
true, p true and q false, and disagreement with the remaining possibility p false
and g false, (l 64- I 65).
Ramsey goes on

to discuss and endorse the logic of the early Wittgenstein

and

ends his paper by acknowledging his debt to Wittgenstein, from whom, he says, his view

of logic is derived, and to Russell, from whom, he says, his view ofpragmatism is derived.

Interestingly enough, like Russell, Ramsey did not baldly equate truth with
usefulness, but rather sought to explain the usefulness

ofan epistemic practice in terms of

its leading to truth. For instance, in his paper "Truth and Probability" of 1926, while
explaining the usefulness ofinduction, he writes:

[G]iven a single opinion, we can only praise or blame it on the ground of truth
or falsity: given a habit of a certain fon4 we can praise or blame it
accordingly as the degree of belief it produces is near or far from the aetual
proportion in which the habit leads to truth. We can then praise or blame
opinions derivatively from our praise or blame of the habits that produce
them.
) We all agree that a man who did not make inductions would be
unreasonable: the question is only what this means. In my view it does not

(

l9
mean that he would in any way sin against formal logic or formal probability;

but that he had not got a very useful habit, without which he would be very
much worse off, in the sense of being much less likely to have true opinions.
(1e6-197)
When Ramsey's brief remarks on truth and falsehood in "Facts and Propositions"
are interpreted in the textual context of his larger analysis ofjudgement, and in light

Russellian, Wittgensteinian and Joh¡sonian influence on him,

ofthe

it becomes highly doubtful

that he should be construed as a "Ramseyan" on truth. No where in the text does he deny
that being true is a property or relation, or that 'true' and 'false' are attributive adjectives.

A¡d when

he speaks

ofthe truth predicate

as being redundant, he

to me) that it's redundant in the "Johnsonian"

sense

of being superfluous, and not in the

so-called "Ramseyan" sense of being non-attributive.
construal of what Ramsey was saying,

I

is saying (or so it seems

advise him

If

the reader wishes to verifu this

to read for himselt in textual

and

historical context, Ramsey's remarks on truth.

I think

there are three major reasons why Ramsey is so often misconstrued as a

"Ramseyan" on truth. One is a failure to read him in textual ard historical context. Pitcher
1964, for instance, in his introduction

to his anthology on truth,

says that Ramsey denies

that 'true' and 'false' express (Pitcher uses the term 'designate') a property or relation (14),
and then gives a three paragraph excerpt (in which Ramsey says no such thing) from
"Facts and Propositions" completely isolated from its textual and historical context. It's

not surprising, then, if readers are misled into construing Ramsey as being a "Ramseyan"
on truth and falsity.

A

second reason is a tendency

to slur over the distinction

between

superfluous and non-attributive redundancy. A third reason (one which Prof. Vincent has

pointed out to me, but which
assume that
and

if

I

suspect is a symptom

of the second) is a tendency is to

someone says that the truth predicate is eliminable without semantic loss

if that person offers no definiens for'true'and

so makes use of no definiens

for'true'in
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his 'true'-free translations of sentences containing 'true', then that person is tacitly holding

that 'true' is non-attributive.
3. COULD A'R.AMSEYAN" ANALYSIS OF TRUTH BE CARRIED OUT?

Let's put aside the question of whether Ramsey was a ¡'Ramseyan," and
ourselves whether

a

"Ramseyan" analysis

ask

of truth could be carried out since many

philosophers seem to think that the "Ramseyan" position on truth is essentially correct.

The basic idea behind such an analysis (or non-analysis, since, according to this view,
there is no truth to be analysed) is that since we can translate every sentence containing

the truth predicate into sentences devoid of any expression which either explicitly or
implicitly requires an understanding ofthe putative concept of truth, truth, as Ayer 1936
put it, is not a real quality or relation, These translations come in two kinds ofcases:
cases where the translation eliminates the

l)

truth predicate directly (without recourse to

quantification), and 2) cases where the translation eliminates the truth predicate indirectly

(with recourse to quantification). Let's consider both kinds ofcases in turn.
3.1. DIRECT'TRUE' ELIMINATING TRANSLATION. Consider the followins
sentences:

(1) Snow is white.
(l)' It is true that snow is white.
(1)"

That snow is white is true.

(1)'

'Snow is white' is true.

The redundancy theory appears plausible with cases such as (1)',

(l)",

and (1)"'

where the truth predicate is predicated of (or used as an operator on) a uniquely and

explicitly specified (bivalent) sentence/proposition. Let's grant to the redundancy theorist
that (1),

(l)', (l)",

and (1)"', when asserted, are strictly equivalent; that is, have identical

truth conditions, are true under the same conditions, And so, let's grant that we can
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translate, without change in truth conditions,

true that' Íìom (1)', 'That' and 'is true'from

(l)', (l)", (l)"'into (1) by eliminating'lt

(l)",

is

and 'is true'and the single quotes from

(1)"'. Given that such translations can be effected without change in truth conditions, we
might be tempted to suppose that the truth predicate does not attribute the property

of

being true.

But consider the following analogy. Multipllng (or dividing) a sum by
change the value of the sum; but

divide)

does not

it does not follow Êom this that when we multiply (or

by 1 we are nol multipllng (or dividing) by a

predicate, when predicated

I

number, Similarly, the truth

of (or used as an operator on) a uniquely and explicitly

specified bivalent (asserted) sentenceþroposition does not alter its truth conditions; but it
does not follow from this that 'is

true'is non-attributive. On the contrary, an attributive'is

true' seems to be presupposed in the notion of strict equivalence:
attributive, then

(l), (l)', (l)",

and

If

is true' is non-

(l)"'are what in the same conditions? The redundancy

theorist has some explaining to do.
Worse yet for the redundancy theorist, the truth predicate does not appear to even
be eliminable at all in cases involving quantification. Let me explain.

3.2. INDIRECT'TRUE' ELIMINATING TRANSLATION.
Consider the translation

of

(2) He is always right.
as

(2)'For all p, if he asserts

B, then p is true.

which the redundancy theorist contends is equivalent to
(2)" For all p, if he asserts B, then p.
Unless the redundancy theorist is holding that there is an implicit'is true'at the end

of(2)"

(in which case (2)" is merely an ellipsis of (2)'and so is not a genuine 'true'-free translation
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of (2)), the problem with (2)",
final occurrence

ofp. If

as Heidelberger 1968 pointed

out, is how to interpret the

the p falls within the scope ofthe quantifier, then it is simply an

isolated variable to which no predicate is attached. Hence, (2)" does not make sense.

p

falls outside the scope of the quantifier, then

it

becomes an unbounded va¡iable

functioning much the way that the final 'x'does in the iill-formed) formula '(x) (Fx)

As Heidelberger puts

it: "The result is (at

Ifthe

)

x',

best) a sentence schema which cannot be a

proper paraphrase of the original as that is a sentence." (215)

Aîd so, either way the

paraphrase in (2)" fails.

This point can be rephrased, as does Grayling 1982, in terms of objectual and
substitutional quantification (cf. Haack 1978, Forbes 1985). When confronled with (2)",

the question arises whether the quantifier'for all...' is to be understood objectually or
substitutionally.

If

understood objectually, then

it looks as though propositions

are the

objects being quantified over and that the bound variables have the syntactic function

of

singular terms. But ifthis is the case, then the final p in (2)" will have to be regarded as an
ellipsis of 'p is true' (echoes of Johnson) in order for it to be sufficiently sentence-like to
stand on the right side of 'then.' Hence'true'is not eliminable after all. On the other hand,

if the universal quantifier is interpreted substitutionally, then (2)" tums into
(2)"' All substitution instances of if he asserts p, then p'are true.

And so, once again, 'true' stubbonrly refuses to disappear, I therefore conclude that the
redundancy theorist's translations fail once more.

It's also worth pointing out that the redundancy theory

seems

to trade on

an

equivocation.l Recall Ramsey's suggestion that if all propositions were ofthe relational
form aRb, then TIe is always right' could be translated as

rI am indebted to Prof Vincent for bringing this point to my attention,
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(2)"" For all a.Rb, if he asserts that
¿ has R

to b, then 3 has R to

b.

Unless there is an implicit 'is true' at the end of (2)"", then (2)"" is nonsense. It's
nonsense because

if

someone asserts that ¿ has R to Þ, then ¿ and b have to be individual

concepts/singular terms. But if, as in the consequent, ¿ has R to b, then a and b have to be

the objects under the individual conceptVsingular terms.

It

seems

that an equivocation

between the individual concepts/singular terms and the objects under the individual
concepts/singular terms is needed to get rid of 'true' (to get rid of 'true', that is, without
replacing it with a definiens for'true'or an analogue of 'true').

Before ending this section, three further points are worth mentioning.
First, as Tarski 1944 pointed out, the redundancy theorist appears to have no way
oftranslating sentences such as
(3) The first sentence written by Plato is true.
or
(4) All consequences oftrue sentences are true,

without resorting to a definiens for 'true' or an analogue of 'true'.

theorist tries

to

translate these sentences using

If

the redundancy

the apparatus for

propositional

quantification, then he again faces the problems we noted with his translations of (2),
namely, that 'true' does not seem to be eliminable without lapsing into unintelligibility or
equivocation.
Second,

Prior 1971 thinks that the failures oftranslation I have flagged above

are

the result of a deficiency of English which lacks locutions, of a sentenceJike form,
analogous

to propositional

variables, Prior suggests that

if

English were supplemented

with such locutions, the redundancy theorist would be able to adequately translate
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(3), and (4). I shan't however give a detailed assessment here of Prior,s

suggestion for two reasons. (a) His suggestion is worked out in detail by Grover, whose

theory, as we will see in the next chapter, is an elaborate attempt

to show how a non-

attributive True' can be used quantificationally, (b) Prior understands a sentence such

as

(2) as being equivalent in meaning to Tlowever he says things are, thus they are.'But this
is to tacitly abandon the redundancy theory for one is no longer safng that being true is

not a characteristic of anything, but rather that true utterances (propositions, sentences, or
what have you) are those in which things are said or stated to be as they are. Hence, to
assert that an utterance (etc.) is true would be

to

assert something

namely, that things âre as they are said or stated in
abandoned the redundancy theory for the kind

it to

of theory

of that utterance,

be, and thus one has tacitly

I will defend in Chapter

3.

Similarly, though Strawson 1950 had argued that the truth predicate is non-attributive and

is merely a useful device for the expression of agreement, endorsement, concession and
the like, Strawson 1964 conceded to Wamock 1964 that the truth predicate is used to
make a statement about a statement, namely, to say that a statement is true is to say that
things are as they are stated in it to be.

Third, Carnap 1948 seems in certain passages to be flirting with a redundancy
theory of truth (one susceptible to the criticisms

I

am making herein). For a criticism

of

Camap's views on truth, see Heidelberger 1968.

4. FTJRT}IER CHÄLLENGES TO TIIE REDUNDANCY TIIEORY.

In section 3, I argued that (a) even if the redundancy theorist can translate certain
sentences containing the

truth predicate into sentences devoid of the truth predicate, it

does not follow therefrom that the truth predicate

is

non-attributive; and (b) the

redundancy theorist does not appear to be able to eliminate the truth predicate in cases

involving propositional quantification, In this section,

I want to chalJenge the redundancy
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theory on two further ÍÌonts: 1) On the question of truth values, and 2) On its lack of a
positive thesis of truth,

4.1 TRUTH VALUES. Traditionally, truth values have been conceived on two
models. One model, associated with Frege, takes a truth value to be one of two abstract
entities, the True and the False (sometimes represented as
semantics

to

serve as the denotation (Bedeutung)

I

and 0), postulated in Fregean

of true and false

sentences. This

conception of truth values is the outcrop of Frege's view that declarative sentences âre
names and that names have

two sorts of significance; their Sinn (or "sense") and their

Bedeutung (or "denotation").
On the other traditional view, truth values are seen on the model

ofa property (the

property of being true and the property of being false) which truth bearers (declarative
sentences, statements,

or what have you) and everything else either have or

(Anderson 1970 associates this view with Tarski and Carnap;

I

lack,

suspect, thougb that

it

is

far older than they.)

What do truth values have to do with the redundancy theory? Let's give the
redundancy theorist the benefit of the doubt and assume that he is not contending that

everything lacks a truth value, For

if

he were contending that everything lacks a truth

value, then his position would entail the self-defeating absurdity that nothing is true,
including his claims about truth.
Consequently, his denial that being true and being false are properties comes at a
cost: he is, on pain of absurdity, either committed to (a) the Fregean model oftruth values;

or (b) some other(?) model oftruth values. In the case of(b), he has a lot of explaining to
do. In the case of(a), he is committed to a model oftruth values that has grown unpopular
given the impiausibility of regarding declarative sentences as names denoting the abstract
entities True and False.
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But even if we grant that the redundancy theorist need not regard truth
themselves as properties

oftruth bearers, it's not at all evident that he can plausibly

values
escape

being committed to the properties of being true and being false in some sense. For let's
assume that the Fregean model

'2+24'

of truth values is correct. On this.model, sentences like

and 'Snow is white' denote the True, and sèntences like

'l+4:2' and 'Snow is

green' denote the False. Accordingly, '2+2=4' and'Snow is white' presumably have the

property of denoting the True; while rl+4=2r and 'Snow is green' presumably have the
property of denoting the False. But is this not tantamount to identifying, in a roundabout
way, the property ofbeing true with the property of denotine the True, and the property

of being false with the property of denoting the False? And if this is the case, would we

not want to say that when we predicate 'is true' of a declarative sentence, we

are

attributing to it the property of b€$glrug, where the property ofbeing true is understood
as the property

of denotine the True? If it isn't clear by now, my point is this: Even if the

redundancy theorist does not need to regard truth values themselves as properties (he can

avoid doing so by availing himself of a Fregean or other(?) model of truth values), once he
admits that sentences like'2+2=4' and 'Snow is white' both denote the True (or whatever
analogue for True he posits), then he seems to be saying that they have the property

of

denoting the True. A¡d this, it seems, is just a roundabout way of identifying the property

of being true with the property of denoting the True. And so, why not admit the property
of being true in the first place?
Perhaps what motivates the refusal to admit the property of being true is a reñ¡sal

to being committed to the property of being true (or any property for that matter) as
Platonic or A¡istotelian universal. But to be committed to the property of

bçi¡gl¡¡e

a

does

not force us to adopt a Platonic (roughly: a property is a universal existing independently
ofhuman minds and independently ofthe universal's instances) or an Aristotelian (roughly:
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a property is a universal existing independently of human minds but existing only
instantiated in its instances) ontology

of that property. One can be committed to

as

the

property of being true in a conceptualist sense (roughly: a property is a thought or idea
existing in and constructed by the mind), a trope sense (rouglrJy: a Þroperty exists only as

a particular and not as a universal), a resemblance nominalist sense (roughly: to have a

property is nothing more than to resemble the other members in a class of resembling
entities), or a set or class nominalist sense (roughly: to have a property is nothing more
than

to belong to a particular set or

class

of entities) Surely, the redundancy

theorist

cafflot, on pain of commining himsell to the absurdity that nothing is true, deny the
property of being true in at least a set nominalist sense, namely, that there exists a set of
things which are true.

4.2,TÍß. NECATIVE CHARACTER OF THE REDUNDANCY TIIEORY.
redundancy theory is an essentially negative thesis about the concept of truth:

It

ThE

seeks

to

show that the truth predicate can be eliminated without semantic Ioss and that the truth
predicate does not attribute the property of being true since it alleges that there is no such
property. Not surprisingly, therl the redundancy theory provides us with virtually nothing
(save for 'true'-f¡ee translations), in positive terms, about the concept of truth. And yet,

notice that when the redundancy theorist offers his'true'-free translations, he is (at least

implicitly) telling us that these are the conect translations. But in order to tell whether
these translations are correct, do we not have

to exploit our understanding (however

unconscious it may be) of what, in positive terms, the concept of truth consists in?

If we

had no positive understanding of the concept of truttr, how could we tell whether the
translations are conect or not? For is not the notion of conectness itself intimately linked

to that of truth? Is not the concept of

correctness typically cashed out

conformity to fact or truth? (cf. Forbes 1985 on this theme)

in terms of
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Finally, in a related point, the redundancy theorist owes us some explanations as

to why the concept of truth (which, on his theory, is so toom and inconsequential that
the truth predicate can be done away with) should play such a seemingly impofant role

in philosophical thought and discourse. I would challenge him to explain such concepts
as

that of knowledge, epistemic justifrcation, verificaiio4 confirmation, consistency, or

validity, without invoking, implicitly or explicitly, a non-redundancy construal of the
concept of truth. His prospects for doing so appear less than promising. If, on the other
hand, he proposes to do away with such concepts, then he had better provide us with (a)

some very strong reasons for doing so, and (b) viable altematives
seeks

to the concepts

he

to expunge, His prospects, again, appear less than promising.

*x***

In fine, the aim of this chapter has
Redundancy Theory of Truth.

I

hope

been

to

explain and

to

criticize the

to have shown that there are good

reasons for

being dissatisfied \¡¡ith this theory. In the next chapter, we will explore a theory which is

a

sophisticated defense

successful,

of Truth.

of the

claim that the truth predicate

is non-attributive. If

it would constitute a vindication ofthis key claim ofthe Redundancy Theory
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Chapter 2.The Prosentential Theory of Truth.
In the previous chapter, we explored the Redundancy Theory ofTruth and found it
wanting. In this chapter, we will explore the Prosentential Theory of Truth, a theory based

on the notion of prosentences, which notion

I will explain at lerigth. According to its

defenders, the Prosentential Theory captures what they consider

to be the

insights

afforded by the Redundancy Theory, while avoiding what they see as that theory's
shortcomings. That

is, while the prosententialists agree that 'true' is attributively

redundant and that being true is not a genuine property (or relation), they think that their

theory provides a consistent and plausible account of the role of 'true' in expressing
agreement, in making connections in discourse, and in generalizing,

In section

I

of this chapter,

I will explain some of the grounds motivating

the

theory; in section 2, I will provide an exposition of the theory; in section 3, I will advance
reasons why

I

think the Prosentential Theory should be rejected. For the sake of

convenience and since Dorothy Grover is largely the author ofthe theory, I will hereafter
refer only to her as "the author" of the theory; Grover, Camp and Belnap 1975 (Camp and

Belnap being co-authors of the first paper expositing the theory) will be abbreviated as

"GCB"; Grover's other works in defense of the theory will be refened to by date of
publication.

I. MOTIVATION.

At

least two main grounds motivate the theory. The first

I will call the

"Redundancy Intuilion," the second the "Liar Problem. "

1.1. TÉIE REDUNDANCY INTUITION For Grover, there

is

something

intuitively right in the idea (which she attributes to Ramsey) that 'true' seems

to

add

nothing to the propositional content (content for short) of a sentence in which it occurs.
For example,
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(l)

That snow is white is true.

and

(l)'

Snow is white.

have, according to Grover, the same content. But consider the following three sentences:

(2)

a John: "Snow is white."
b

Mary: "Snow is white."

b' Mary: "That's true."

Grover seeks to explain how it is that although b and b' have, according to her, the same
content, b' has more "pragmatic force" than b in that the use of b' makes

it clearer that

Mary is agreeing with, considering, or granting a point which has been made. She also
seeks

to explain how'true'can be used to generalize

as

in

(3) Whatever John says is true.

without, according to her, attributing any characteristic to the propositions John asserts. In
effect, then, she is seeking to make sense ofthe redundancy theorist's translation

of(3)

as,

say'

(3)' For all p, ifJohn asserts p, then p.
which

I

contended in Chapter 1 does not make sense. Thus Grover can be seen as trying

to forfend what she takes to be some important insights ofthe Redundancy Theory.
1.2 TFIE

LIAR PROBLEM. Adherents of the traditional trinity of theories of truth

(correspondence, coherence, and pragmatist) have assumed that truth

is a

property.

Accordingly, they have sought to provide an account ofwhat this property consists in. In
so doing, they have followed the standard grammatical analysis

of sentences containing the

truth predicate; that is, they take a sentence such as'X is true'and analyse it into a subject
term 'X' and a predicate 'is true' and assume that the truth predicate attributes the property
of beine true to the referent of 'X'. But sentences such as
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(a) (a) is not true.
present the traditional theories with an ancient and vexing antinomy.

If we take truth to be

a property of sentence types or tokens, then with sentences like (4) we are faced with a

contradiction (or at least an apparent one): if (4) is true, then it is not true, and vice-versa.

Moreover, Grover contends that

if

we try to si<irt this problem by holding that

propositions are the bearers of truth and falsity, then we face the difficult tasks

of l)

"saying how a property of plopos{ia4! will explain those occurrences of 'true' and 'false'in descriptions of languages - that occur as predications of sentence types or tokens", and

2) "accounting for peculiarities of 'this is not true' while, on the other hand, allowing
expressibility of the kind that makes

it possible to

say

of the Lia¡ sentence that it is not

true" (l98lb, 73). For Grover, the difficulty presented by the Liar paradox and
stubbom resistance to any widely accepted resolution should lead us

to

its

reconsider the

widely held assumption that truth and falsity are properties attributed by the adjectives
'true' and 'false'. Grover aims to provide a consistent and plausible account of the roles
played by 'true' and 'false' without invoking the assumption that they are attributive. Her
account is what we will explore for the rest ofthis chapter.
2. E)GOSITION.

In what follows, I will endeavor to explain the prosentential role Grover claims
'true' and 'false' play in Engiish. Since prosentences are

to be thought of as being

analogous to pronouns, we can more easily grasp Grover's account of prosentences

if we

first understand her discussion ofpronouns.
2.1 PRONOUNS

(LAZY) For something to be pronoun, it is crucial that it can be

used as an anaphor (although

it

need not always be used as an anaphor). Grover

adminedly dobs not provide a full and rigorous account of what 'anaphor' means (a task
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she leaves

to linguists), but her philosophical exploitation ofthe concept can be illustrated

through a few examples. Consider:

(5) John speaks French, and he speaks German too.
(6) If she wins the prize, Mary will be happy.

In sentences such as (5) and (6), the pronouns 'he' ani 'she' are being used as anaphors (in
this case as anaphoric pronouns): There is a grâmmatical cross- reference which obtains
between 'he' and 'John', and 'she' and Mary'. This grammatical tie is one

through which the anaphor has the same referent

of

anaphora

or content as its antecedent, A¡

antecedent is the word or phrase with which the anaphor is linked, but the antecedent need

not precede the anaphor as in (6). When a pronoun is used as an anaphor, the pronoun
refers

to the

same object as does

(acquires or purports

its

antecedent. The anaphoric pronoun "inherits"

to acquire) its referent or content from its antecedent which itself

acquires its referent or content independently. This is what Grover calls using the pronoun

in the "lazy way" to avoid repetition ofthe antecedent (GCB, 83-84).

An anaphoric pronoun is grounded if it is connected to an expression that acquires
its referent or content independently (that is, without inheriting its referent or content from
another expression). For instance, 'he' and 'she' in (5) and (6) are grounded inheritors since

'John' and Mary' acquire their referent independently.
ungrounded inheritor

An

anaphoric pronoun

is

an

if it purports to acquire its referent or content from an expression

that does not acquire its referent or content independently. This can happen in cases of
infinite sequences or in circles (1977, 593-595). For example, consider the inheritance
circle in

(7) He who is refened to in (8) is wise.
(8) He who is referred to in (7) is not wise.
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The 'He' in (7) purports to refer to the sâme person as the 'He' in (8), and vice-versa;

but since neither instance of 'He'is connected by the anaphoric relation to an expression
that can supply them a referent, both instances are ungrounded.

2.2. PROSENTENCES (LAZY). Prosentences are to be rhought
analogous

of

as being

to pronouns: While a pronoun occupies a nominal position in a sentence, a

prosentence occupies

a

declarative sentential position. 'True'

is

used

in

forming

prosentences as in 'that is true' and rit is true'. Just as 'he' in (5) above has 'John' as its
antecedent, so 'That is true.' in

(9)

a.

Bill: "Snow is white."

b. Mary: "That is true."

has 'Snow is white.' as its antecedent, with the whole

of 'That is true.,

being the

prosentence. Semantically, just as the referent of 'he' in (5) is the same as the referent

of

'John', so the content of 'That is true.' in (9)b is the same as its antecedent 'Snow is white.,.

Note: on the standard grammatical analysis of (9)b (the analysis usually followed by
philosophers), 'That' is construed as a demonst¡ative pronoun being used by Mary to refer

to what Bill said, and 'is true' is construed as a predicate being used by Mary to ascribe to
what Bill said the property of being true. On the prosentential analysis of (9)b, (9)b is
linked to its antecedent (9)a by the relation of anaphora through which (9)b inherirs its

content from (9)a (in other words, Mary's utterance inherits its content from Bill's
utterance).

When an anaphoric pronoun is used in the lazy way, no new object is referred to
since the referent
prosentence

of the pronoun is inherited from its antecedent. Similarly, when a

is used in the lazy way, nothing new is said or entertained since

the

prosentence inherits its content from its antecedent: The prosentence introduces neither a

new topic, nor a ne\ry property or relation, nor a new concept or category. According to
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Grover, it was this feature ofthe truth predicate (although not described in this way) that
underlay the Redundancy Theory's claim that the truth predicate adds nothing
propositional content

ofa

sentence in which

to

the

it occurs..For Grover, however, 'true'is not

eliminable f¡om the language given the role

of 'true' in

forming

.prosentences (and
in

generating sentential i¡heritors, a concept to be explained in a moment). Moreover, the
use of a prosentence carries a pragmatic force that the mere repetition of its antecedent

would not effecÎ. When we use a pronoun or a prosentence, we explicitly acknowledge an
antecedent. Moreover, our use

of a prosentence allows us to make clear that we

are

agreeing with, considering, or granting a point that has been made or might be made.

(1981a,226)
Like other sentences, the prosentences'it is true'and 'that is true'can be modified.
For example, we can say 'that was true', 'that was not truer, 'that was false', or 'it might be
true', and so on. A modified prosentence acquires as its content an appropriately modified

form of its antecedent's content. For example, 'that is false' acquires as its content the
contradictory (her expression) of its antecedent ( 1981b, 74-75)
2.3. SENTENTIAI INI{ERITORS. Grover reasons that prosentences are not the

only form of sentential inheritors (expressions which acquire their content from other
sentences).

In the

case

prosentence of which

of 'That is true', 'That' provides a grammatical tie between the

it is a part and the prosentence's antecedent. But if we wish to make

connections with a "distant" (her expression) piece

of discourse, or if for some

reason

'that' won't do, then another means must be employed. For example, the use of 'the first
paragraph

ofthis chapter' in

(10) Ifthe first

paragraph

ofthis chapter is true, then,..
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might on some occasions of use be construed as locating the antecedent from which
content is inherited, The antecedent part of(10) construed "as an inheritor 'stands in,for
a conjunction of (rough.ly) the sentences

ofthe first paragraph" (1977,596).

Names and numerals can also be used

to locate antecedents. Consider (from

rbid.):

(11)

Snow is white.

(12) (11) is true.
The antecedent can also be "displayed":

(13)

'Snow is white' is true,

In (13), the antecedent is a proper part of the inheritor. As an inheritor with 'Snow

is

white'as antecedent, (13) is about whatever'Snow is white'is about and not about'Snow

is white'. In cases such as (10)-(13), "the truth predicate is the clue that we have
inheritor

on our hands" (1åld ).

prosentences can.

an

These sentential inheritors can be modified like

Wïen modified, they are to be thought of as standing in for

an

appropriately modified form ofthe antecedent discourse.
Sentential inheritors are grounded ifconnected by way ofan "inheritance chain" to
an antecedent that acquires its content independently and are ungrounded

way of an inheritance chaín

to

if connected

by

an antecedent that does not acquire its content

independently. Ungroundedness can occur

in

cases

of circles or infinite sequences.

Consider these examples (from Ibid, 597):

(14)

(a):(b) is true.
(b): That is true.

In

(i ), (b) purports to acquire content from (a) and (a) from (b), but there is no

independent súpplier ofcontent. Very small circles are possible:

(15)

This is true.
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l6)

(16) is true

(17)

This is false.

(

(18) ( I8) is false
lnfinite sequences can be generated:

(19)

56 : S1 is true.
51 : 52 is true.

Snal

is true.

In (19), each inheritor

stands

Sn :

in for the next, but given the

absence

of an independent

supplier of content, each inïeritor lacks content. In cases such as (14)-(19), the sentential

inleritors are ungrounded. Thus, on the Prosentential Theory, sentences such as (17) and
(18) do not generate inconsistency: (17) and (18) are ungrounded and so lack content.

2,4.

QUANTTFTCATIONAI PRONOTINS

AND

PROSENTENCES An

important feature ofthe Prosentential Theory is the claim that the truth predicate is used in
propositional quantification. Grover illustrates quantificational prosentences by analogy

with quantificational pronouns. Consider this example (from GCB, 85) of an anaphoric
pronoun used quantifi cationally:

(20) Ifany

car overheats, don't buy it.

Here, although the antecedent

of it' can be presumed to be 'any car', the meaning is

radically changed ifwe substitute the antecedent for the pronoun:

(20)' Ifany car overheats, don't buy any

car.

As in (20), anaphoric pronouns used quantificationally allow us to make general
statements that could not be made otherwise. Unlike anaphoric pronouns used non-

quantificationally, anaphoric pronouns used quantificationally do not inherit a referent
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f¡om their antecedents since their antecedents usually cannot be construed as referring
expressions (lhid ). They do however inherit a "family" of anaphoric substituends which

determines

what is

to

count as an instance

of the anaphoric pronoun used

quantificationally, in the way that 4 is an instance of it' in the following example:

(21)

Each positive integer is such that if it is even, adding I to it yields an odd
number.

(21)'I14 is everl adding I to 4lelds

an odd number.

Analogous to an anaphoric pronoun used quantificationally, the prosentence'it is
true' (and its many modified forms) can be used for generalizing. For instance, just as we
had a quantificational 'it' in (21), so also 'it is true'can be used quantificationally to obtain
generalizations. Consider this example (from 1981a, 227) where
obtain a generalization

'it is true' is used to

of

(22)

Ifthe doctor

(22)'

An¡hing that might be said is such that, if the doctor says that it is true,
then it is true.

says that smoking is bad for you, then smoking is bad for you.

into

or the more colloquial

(22)" Whatever the doctor says, it
Here the quantificational prosentence

ís true.

'it is true' is the

analogue in English

propositional variable. The propositional content that
contributes

to the

sentence

it

occurs

ir¡

a

of a bound

quantificational prosentence

comes from the possible contents

of

the

prosentence's substituends (sentences that yield substitutive instances).

A further illustration may be helpful. Consider the following example (from GCB,
114-115). Suppose we decide that a person's, say Charley's, assertion that there was a foot

of snow in Alabama is true, and we infer that there was a foot of snow in

Alabama.
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Suppose furthermore that our grounds for thinking that Charley is telling the trurh is that
every,thing Charley assens under Conditions C is true, and these conditions obtain. Grover

thinks the logic ofthe situation is represented by the following pattern ofreasoning

Pl.

Charley asserted in Conditions C that there was a foot of snow in Alabama.

P2. Every proposition is such that, if Charley asserted in Conditions C that it
true,then it is true.

C.

There was a foot of snow

i¡

is

Alabama.

According to Grover,'it is true'in P2 functions as a quantificational prosentence, bound by

the initial Every proposition is such that'. The reasoning is valid, she says,
"something like" universal instantiation on P2 is valid, yielding

'if

because

Charley asserted in

Conditions C that there was a foot of snow in Alabama, then there was a foot of snow in
Alabama'. From this and

Pl, we arrive at the conclusion that there was a foot of snow in

Alabama. (Grover's exposition of propositional quantification is sketchy. We will retum to
this issue shortly in 3. I ).

2.5. LOGICAL IRREDLNDANCY OF 'TRUE'. Grover conjectures that the
truth predicate, understood along the lines ofthe Prosentential Theory, seems not to be
eliminable

Íiom English without semantic loss: the truth predicate is

"logically

irredundant" in that it allows us to express things that could not be expressed otherwise.

But this irredundancy is, for her, neither topical (allowing us to discuss new topics, nor
ascriptive (atrording us new properties or relations), nor categorical (giving us a brand

new conceptual framework in which to work). The irredundancy is "logical" in the way
we can say things with 'or' that we could not say without 'or'. (GCB, 123;1981a,227)

3. CRITICISM-
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In the

above exposition,

I

have tried

to

capture the main themes

of

the

Prosentential Theory of Truth, which theory is the fruit Professor Grover's remarkable
ingenuity. Ifher theory oftruth were conect, it wouldundercut the traditional theories

of

the intension of 'true' by showing that we can explain truth talk without the assumption
that truth is a property (or relation) attributed by the iruth predicate. Thus, the traditional
debates between adherents

of the correspondence, coherence and pragmatist theories of

truth about the nature of the truth property would, in a sense, be pointless if there were no
need to invoke, in order to explain truth talk, the assumption that being true is a property.

Despite Grover's ingenuity, however,

I will argue that

she has not achieved her objective

ofproviding a consistent and plausible account ofhow the truth predicate functions (nonattributively) in English,
3.1. PROPOSITIONAI QUANTIFICATION, At the heart of Grover's rheory of

truth lies her claim that propositional quantification occurs, in a grammatically respectable
way, in English. But it is here, unfortunately, that her theory is most obscure, Recall that,
in Chapter

l, when faced with

(23)
I

a sentence such as

For all p, ifhe asserts p, then p.

argued, following Heidelberger 1968, that (23) is ill-formed since the final p cries out

for

a predicate. Grover, however, maintains that propositional quantification "can be made
perfectly respectable both formally and informally, and
variables in the grammatical category
substituends

of

sentences

-

it is a mistake to

suppose that

variables that take sentences as

- somehow need to have verbs stuck onto them to make grammatical

sense"

(GCB, 81). Propositional variables, Grover contends, should be understood, not in

a

pronominalJike way, but in a prosentential-like way such that the propositional variables
take sentences (not terms) as substitution instances. Thus, for Grover, (23) can be given a
grammatically respectable reading in English as
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(23)'For each proposition, if
where'it is lrue'acts

as a

In making her

he asserts that

it

is true, then

it is true.

propositional variable bound by the initial'For each proposition'.

case

for prosentences, Grover proceeds in GCB by attempting to

show that an artificial atomic (one word) prosentence 'thatt' could be properly quantified

in an extension of English, and then from this she argues by analogy that 'it is true'
ñlnctions in English as a quantificational prosentence. But several perplexing diffculties
infect her explanation of propositional quantification.

First,'thatt'is of dubious illustrative value. Grover introduces 'thatt'

as a heuristic

device to illustrate how a prosentence might function. For example, in the sentence

(23)"

For each proposition, if he says thatt, then thatt.

'thatt' is supposed
instances as:

to

function as

a

quantificational prosentence generalizing such

'If he asserts that snow is white, then snow is white.'; 'If he asserts

1+l:2, then 1+l=2.t;

e:.c.

that

Grover does not adduce any arguments in support of her

contention that 'thatt' generalizes, she merely repeatedly asserts that

it

does. But the

problem here as Zimmerman 1978, Haack 1978, Grayling 1982, and Forbes 1985 have
each noted, is that there doesn't seem

interpreted

to be any way of understanding 'thatt' except as

to mean 'it is true'. And so, 'thatt' hardly sheds any light on the alleged

prosentence'it is true'. Grover (1979, 290) admits herselfthat "[p]erhaps this expository
move was a mistake: since 'thatt' does not have the form of an English declarative, it may

not be sufficiently suggestive." Indeed.
Second, the very notion ofpropositional quantification raises a host
issues, We normally (that is,

oftroubling

in standard logic textbooks) think of a variable, say, 'x'as

in For all x' or For some x', as ranging over items in its domain i,e. some set of items:
persons, vertebrates, numbers, places, times, whatever. When arguments involving

quantification are given in English, we normally use pronouns (e.g. 'ever¡hing',
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'everyone'), or noun phrases (e.g. 'each vertebrate') to represent the universal quantifier
and another pronoun (e.g. 'it', 'he', 'she') to represent the bound variable. For example,

in
'Each woman is such that,

if

she has a child, then she is a mother.'

'Each woman is such that' is the analogue

of a universal quantifier binding individual

variables, and 'she' is the analogue of a bound individual variable, Now recall that in the
case

of
(23)'For each proposition, if he asserts that it is true, then it is true.

Grover takes 'For each proposition' to be the analogue of a universal quantifier binding
propositional variables, and 'it is true'to be the analogue ofa bound propositional variable
that always occupies a sentential position. Note, however, the following: she contends that

unlike a universal quantifier binding individual variables, a universal quantifier binding
propositional variables does NOT range over anything, not even propositions, since the

bound propositional variable occupies
Moreover, she contends that

-

a

sentential position (1972, 128; GCB,90).

despite the grammatical and domain differences between

individual and propositional quantifiers - propositional quantifiers do the job required of
quantifiers in that they are used to make general statements. In response to Zimmerman's

(1978,264-26'l) criticism that it doesn't make

sense

to speak ofa variable

as being used

to

generalize if its quantifier doesn't range over anything, Grover responds as follows. ln the
case

ofindividual quantification, the language user says something about the objects in the

domain;

in the

case

of

propositional quantification, he doesn't. "The propositions

expressed by, say, a universal generalization, is the intersection

- or some associated

operation, depending on how propositions are reified - ofpropositions which may possibly

be

expressed

by

substitution instances" (1979, 294).

In the

case

of

individual
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quanlification, substilution instances contain terms which are used 1o refer to objects in the

domain; and

in the case of

propositional quantification, substitution instances a¡e

sentences which express propositions belonging

to thé domain - given the reification (a

proposition being, for Grover, a reification ofwhat a sentence expresses, 1óid.).

Grover's response

to

Zimmerman and her general case

for

propositional

quantification in English raises a host oftroubling issues including the following.

l)

Since her theory is based on the notion of propositions as being reifications

of

what sentences express, she owes an account of this reification, Without such an account,

it is less than clear how we

2)

are

to understand her prosentential generalizations.

She owes us a more detailed and intelligible account

of how a quantifier that

doesn't range over anlthing can nevertheless bind a variable and with

it

generalize. To

repeatedly insist that a prosentence can be used to generalize does not necessitate that the
generalization is intelligible. What sense is there in the claim that a "generalization" which
doesn't say anything about what is in a domain is a generalization at all?

3) The chief reason she gives us to believe that an analogue to propositional
quantification occurs in English is based on the alleged functioning of the alleged
prosentence'it is true'. But if we find prosentences hard to swallow in the first place, we

will hardly be inclined 10 accept the contentious claim that propositional quartification
occurs Grover-style in English. Grover explains propositional quantification by assuming

the existence of prosenlences, and she explains prosentences by assuming the existence

of

propositional quantification.

But

if we are suspicious of both propositional

quantification and prosentences, we will hardly be inclined to accept the Prosentential
Theory ofTruth,
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4) Let's, for the sake ofreasoning, assume that the quantificational prosentence'it

is true' generalizes; the question which then emerges is: What is the quantificational
prosentence generalizing? Consider a prosentential translation

of

(24)

Wlatever Mary asserts is true.

(24)'

For each proposition, if Mary asserts that it is true, then it is true.

as

(24)'is supposed to generalize such instances

as

(i)

If Mary

asserts that snow is white, then snow is white.

(iÐ

IfMary

asserts that grass is green, then grass is green.

and so on.

Recall that for Grover,'it is true', being a prosentence, is a propositional variable

whose substitution instances are sentences which express propositions. To make this
explicit, (24)' may be read
(24)"

as

if Mary asserts the proposition expressed by a
instance
substitution
of the propositional variable 'it is true', then the
proposition expressed by a substitution instance ofthe propositional variable
'it is true'.
For each proposition,

Surely, the consequent of (24)" cries out for a predicate: the proposition expressed by a
substitution instance of the propositional variable'it is true'is what? (is true?) Moreover,

(24)" were generalizing (i) and (ii), we would presumably have to read them

(Ð'

IfMary

il

as

asserts the proposition that sno\ry is white, then the proposition that

snow is white.

(iÐ'

IfMary

asserts the proposition that grass is green, then the proposition that

grass is green.
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Surely, (i)' and (ii)" are inadequate readings of (i) and (ii); the problem again is that the
consequents in

(i)'and (ii)' cry out for

a predicate (the

truth predicate or some analogue of

it): the proposition that snow is white is what? the proþosition that grass is green is what?
(is true?)

One wonders,

to boot, whether Grover's "generalizations" are trading on

equivocation. Note for example that with (24)' the propositional variable

'it is

an

true,

occurs in two different contexts: in the antecedent after'Mary asserts that' and then by

itself in the consequent after 'then'. Is there not a subtle blurring of the use/mention
distinction (or something analogous to it) occurring here?
In light ofthe many problems and unclarities which infect Grover's explanation of
propositional quantification, her theory of truth on this score leaves much to be desired.
But yet more problems for the theory lie ahead.

3.2. AGREEING, CONSIDERING AND GRANTING. Two crucial claims
underpin the prosentential theory:

(Ð
(ii)

Since a prosentence inherits its content from its antecedent, nothing new is
said or entertained. no new topic is discussed; no new property or relation
is ascribed; no new concept or category is introduced.

Wïen one uses a prosentence, one can thereby make clear that one is
agreeing with, considering, or granting a point that has been made or might
be made, but with the pragmatic force ofacknowledging the antecedent
which the mere repetition ofthe antecedent would not effect.

I want to suggest to you, with
One night,

Bill

and Mary engaged

Charley who tells her that

Bill

i¡

a brief story, that claims

(i) and (ii) are implausible.

unsafe sex. The moming after, Mary meets her f¡iend

has

HIV. Distressed, Mary urgently wishes to know

whether what Charley said is true, and so she checks with Bill. Bill tells her that it's true.

Mary, unsure of whether Bill is a prosententialist, asks him to specify what he intended to
communicate to her in this contexl by uttering'it's true'. Bill, a prosententialist, tells her
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that he intended to communicate (rougtrty) this: "Yes,
namely, that

I

have

HIV; however, I'm not

I

agree with what Charley said,

saying that things are as Charley said them to

be, namely, that (it is the case) that I have HIV. In other words,

I

agree that

I

have

HIV,

but in saying this I'm leaving aside any question ofwhether or not things are such that I do
have

HIV." Doesn't this

response strike you as odd? Doesn't

it strike you as implausible

that when we say 'it is true' or that is true' in response to a statement, we are not
characterizing the statement in any way? ... that we are not even characterizing

it

as

a

statement in which things are stated to be as they are?

Moreover, although Grover approvingly cites Strawson's 1950 remarks on how
'true' is useful for indicating that one is agreeing with, considering, or granting a point

which has been made or might be made,

it is noteworthy that Grover

mentioning the fact that Strawson 1964 conceded
thesis" that 'true' is used
statement is true is

to

to make a

always omits

to Warnock 1964 the "undisputed

statement about a statement, viz.,

say that things are as they are stated in

to

say that a

it to be. No doubt we can

perform all kinds of speech acts (such as agreeing, granting and the like) with the truth
predicate; but as Warnock pointed out to Strawson, it is far more plausible to say that we

perform such acts with the truth predicate by, and not instead of, making a statement
about a statement (namely, by characterizing the statement in question as beine true),
Consider this analogy.

I

can perform the act of belittling or deriding a person by calling

him a fool; but I presumably perform this act by, and not instead
characteristic

of

attributing to him the

of being foolish, Does not Warnock's point apply to the

Prosentential

Theory as well? Would it not be far more plausible to say that when we utter 'it is true' or
'that is true'we are expressing that we are agreeing (etc.) by saying something new (viz.,

that a statement (or what have you) is true, has the characteristic of beins true), and not
instead of saying something new?
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3.3. GENERATING INIIERITORS. What are we to make of Grover's claim that

a "natural extension" of the prosentential 'true'is its use in generating inheritors? Recall
such cases as:

(l

l)

Ifthe first

paragraph

ofthis paper

is true, then...

and

(13)
In

'Snow is white'is true.

cases such as these, Grover admits

that'true'is not being used in a prosentence

since

there is no anaphoric 'that' or 'this'. This seems to be an important admission since here we
clearly have cases where 'true' in not being used prosententially. Grover nevertheless wants

to claim that the uses of 'true'in (11) and (13) are natural extensions ofthe prosentential
'true': in both cases'true'is the clue that we are dealing with an inheritor and'true'is being
used to generate the inïeritor. But Grover's claims here seem dubious, Let me explain
why.

First, if expressions like 'the first paragraph of this paper' function as sentential
inheritors with the use of 'true', could they not also function as sentential inleritors

without the use of 'true'? Consider. "If you accept the first paragraph of this paper,

then..."; "If the first paragraph of this paper is accurate, then...": etc. Notice that in
these cases, 'the first paragraph of this paper' can plausibly be said to fi¡nction as an

inheritor and that in each case something new is being said or entertained (presumably
that the first paragraph of some specified paper is accurate, etc.). Does it not then seem

more plausible

to

believe that the truth predicate

in

(l 1) functions like the

aforementioned cases where something new is being said or entertained? The alleged
"extension" ofthe prosentential 'true' seems ad hoc, artificial and dubious.
Second, in the case of (13), Grover's claims are tantamount to a violation of the
use/mention distinction and the convention that single quotes are name forming functors
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such that'Snow is

white'is

a named expression being mentioned not used. She asserts the

following puzzlíng claims about cases such as (13), to wit: a) in (13) the antecedent is a
proper part ofthe inheritor; b) (13) is an inheritor with'Snow is white' as antecedent; and
c)

(i3)

is about whatever'Snow in white'is about and not about 'Sñow is white'. (Grover

1977,596;cf, GCB, lO2-104). Now if(13) is about whatever'Snow is white'is about and

not about 'Snow is white', then 'Snow is white' is being used and not mentioned,

and

therefore the use/mention distinction and the single quote convention are thereby being
violated,

3.4. LIAR SENTENCES AND INIIERITORS. Grover is keen on claiming that

Liar sentences undermine the view that 'true' and 'false' are property-ascribing predicates. I
agree, of course, that the Liar problem has proved to be an ancient and vexing difficulty

for the traditional theories of truth which have assumed that being true and being false are
properties of truth-bearers, But to conclude f¡om the existence of pathological sentences
that beine true and being false are not properties ofanything strikes me as a perverse over-

reaction

to the problem. This is

especially so given that the prosententialist has no

monopoly on the use of the notion

of

"ungroundedness"

for dealing with pathological

sentences. That is, the rejection of the Prosentential Theory of Truth need not commit us

to

refusing

to

acknowledge that there are proforms

in English (be they pronouns,

proverbs, proadjectives or proadverbs) or even that there are sentential inheritors (some

which may be ungrounded). For example, an alternative treatment

ofliar

of

sentences might

go as follows. First, we could treat 'that' in 'that's true' and 'it' in 'it is true' (and so on for

their modified forms) as the sentential inheritors even though they are pronouns. Grover
herself admits that pronouns may sometimes act as sentential inheritors. She herself gives
the fotlowing àxample (from GCB, 84-85):

Joh¡ visited us. It was a surprise.
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Here, although'it'is a pronoun, 'it' inherits its content from the'John visited us'. Now

if

pronouns can act as sentential inheritors, why could we not construe the ungroundedness

of

'This is false' as resulting from the ungroundedness

of 'This' instead of

ungroundedness of the alleged prosentence 'This is false'? Moreover,

the

it seems that this

idea can be generalized; that is, could we not treat 'that' "neat" in'that is true, and ,it,

"neat" in

'it is true' as the sentential

inïeritors? Grover (GCB, 107) mentions this

possibility, and offers no arguments against it; she does however note that if the separable
'is true'and'is false'are then taken as characterizing, she would not be able to achieve her

objective of showing "that truth talk is wholly intelligible without truth bearers or truth
characteristics" (lbid.). Given, however, the many deficiencies we have seen in her theory,
she doesn't appear

to have succeeded in achieving this objective anyvay.

3.5. SOME FINAL POINTS. I have argued above that the Prosentential Theory

of

Truth, at least in its present form, won't do as a plausible account of how the truth
predicate functions in English.

I think I

have flagged enough deficiencies in the theory to

warrant its rejection. The theory, however, raises far more questions than I have addressed

here; and so,

I will end this chapter by briefly mentioning

a few queries to which

prosententialists owe us answers,

1) Questions regarding the nature of truth are among the oldest of philosophical

questions.

Did the traditional theories of truth

(conespondence, coherence, and

pragmatist) arise from a failure to recognize that there are prosentences in English?

If

truth is not a property, then what was the subject matter ofthese theories? Since questions
about the nature of truth occur, believe

it or not, in languages

other than English, even

ones that predate English, is the Prosentential Theory extendable to them? When Socrates

sought to determine whether what P¡otagoras or Theaetetus said was true i.e. has the
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characteristic

ol

being true, was he doing so because he failed

to

see that there are

prosentences in Greek?

2) Can a prosententialist who denies that being,true and being false are properlies

of anything give us a plausible explanation of such concepts as

consistency, validity,

tautologousness, knowledge, verification, confirmation, epistemic justification, or even the
epistemic point of view? Does the theory commit us, given that

it

denies that there are

truth-bearers (sentences, statements, propositions, or what have you) which may bear the
properties of being true or being false, to the view that everything lacks a truth-value?

not,

can the prosententialist then explain what a truth-value is?

(cf

If

section 4 ofChapter I

of this thesis.) If being true is not a property of an¡hing, how does the theory avoid the
absurdity that nothing is true, including its own claims about truth?

3) Finally, 'true' in many contexts of use is synonJ¡mous with such adjectives

as

'correct', 'veridical', 'veracious', 'veridicious', and others. The standard way of explaining

this kind of slnonymy is to say that these expressions are synonymous because they are
used

to attribute the

same property. How, then, does the prosententialist propose to

explain'true"s synonymy with other expressions? Are we to take the view that, say, that's

conectris also a prosentence? But is it not manifestly implausible to believe that when I
say 'that's correctr or 'that's veridical', nothing new is being said or entertained?

**+*{<

In fine, the aim ofthis chapter has been to explain and to criticize the Prosentential

Theory of Truth. We have seen that unlike the Redundancy Theory, the Prosentential
Theory does not take the truth predicate to be eliminable from English without semantic
loss; however, it does aim to provide a plausible and consistent account ofhow the truth
predicate fi.¡nctions, and this, without invoking the widely-held assumption that the truth
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predicate attributes the property

ol beinq true. I hope to have shown, in the criticism

above, that there are several good reasons for holding that the theory, at least in its
present form, falls significantly short ofbeing plausible.-

Heretofore, my task in this thesis has been largely negative.

I

have explained and

tried to refute two significant challenges to the widely held beliel that the truth predicate

attributes a property, namely, truth. There are,

of

course, other challenges

to

this

assumption: certain eliminative materialists apparently hold that progress in neuroscience

will lead to a conceptual revolution wherein the concept of truth will be eliminated
(presumably along with logic and epistemology as well?) in favour of we

klow not yet

what. However, until this "progress" is actually achieved and not merely prophesized, and

until eliminative materialists or others can show us how we can do away with the concept

oftruth, I think it wise to (a) retain the concepr of rruth, and (b) try to provide a plausible
theory of it. This is what I propose to do in the next (final) chapter of this thesis.
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Chapter 3. Plain Truth.
The conception oltruth to be expounded in this chapter traces its ancestry back to

A¡istotle's well-known dictum, which, though ancient, has proven remarkably evergreen in
the insight it affords into the nature of truth. At Metaphysics 1011b26, he states: "To say

of what is that it is not, or of what is not that it is, is false, while to say of what is that it is,
and of what is not that

it is not, is true." To forestall a potential misunderstanding,

Iet's

note that the 'is' in the dictum need not be seen as restricted to the existential 'is'(i.e.
where the meaning

of

is' is the same as that of'exists'); the dictum also covers the point

that to say ofwhat is so that it is not so, or ofwhat is not so that it is so, is false, while to
say

ol what is so that it is so, and of what is not

so that

it is not so, is true. (Prior

1967,

224)

In the middle ages, Aristotle's dictum was pithily encapsulated in the

scholastic

formula according to which a proposition (a meaningful declarative sentence uttered or
inscribed with assertive intent by a person) is true iff"as it (the proposition) signifies, so it

(the case signified) is" (slczl sigttifcat,

itd

est). The general idea

of the formula slczf

signiftcat, itq est is that a proposition is true iffthings are as the proposition says they are.
(Hughes 1982,21) This idea resurfaces, by and large, in the writings of Mackie (1970,
1973; cf. Strawson 1964, Moser 1989) according to whom a statement P (in the sense

of

what is stated, not in the sense ofstating) is true iffthings are as they are stated in P to be.

In the course of the following chapter, I intend to expound a conception of truth,

to be called the 'Plain Conception of Truth', by fleshing out the insight that truth consists
in things being as they are stated to be. However, before broaching this task, the following
remarks are in order.

First, why was the name 'Plain Conception' chosen? Other names which had been
considered,

but were rejected, include the following,

1.{eo-A¡istotelian' and 'neo-
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scholastic', though suggestive

of

lineage, were rejected because

too much of

the

conception of truth defended here is post-Aristotelian and post-scholastic. What's more,
some other suggestive names had already been approþriated by others, not all of whose
views square with the Plain Conception: 'simple'has been claimed by Mackie, 'deflationary'

and 'disquotational' by the Tarskians, and 'minimal' by Horwich. Since the Minimal
Correspondence Conception of Truth espoused by Moser (1989) is in many ways akin to

the coneeption of truth defended here,

it

was tempting to label the latter a "minimal

conespondence conception" as well; however, this label was rejected too, because the

term 'correspondence' carries with it too many misleading connotations (see Section 1.6 of
this chapter). To demarcate the conception oftruth expounded here from others, the name

'Plain Conception

of Truth' was chosen;

I

characterize

extraneous epistemic and ontological garb, because
sensical, and because

Second,

I

it "tells it like it is" (or so I

it

as plain because

it is relatively

it

eschews

simple and common-

hope).

propose to expound the Plain Conception of Truth by (Horwich-style)

raising and answering a series ofquestions about it. In section 1 of this chapter, the Plain

Conception

will be explained; in section 2, replies will be given to some anticipated

objections and/or criticisms,
That said, let's proceed to the task at hand

1.

l.l.

E)POSITION

On the Plain Conception of Truth, to whât entities may truth be attributed?
For the purpose of expounding the Plain Conceptiorl declarative sentences will be

treated as truth-bearers, The objection typically advanced against doing so is that the one

and the same sentence may shift truth-value depending on context. For instance, the
sentence-t)¡pe 'I am hungry'is true or false depending on who says

it

and when. Therefore,
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instead oftreating declarative sentence-types in isolation from a context as truth-bearers, I

will treat, as truth-bearers, clear, meaningfitl, unambiguous, declarative sentence-tokens
asserted in a context. The important features

(or inscribing) the

of a context include the person(s) uttering

sentence, the time and place

of

utterance, and whatever other

background assumptions (about the language being used, the conversation

or writ in

which the sentence is embedded, e{c.) which are needed to fix the meaning ofthe sentence

by fixing the reference of pronouns or indexicals (if any) and by disambiguating other
possibly ambigrrous terms. The following, moreover, should be noted.

First, most of the time, it will not be necessary, lor practical purposes, to make
explicit the context in which a declarative sentence is used, so long as the context is
understood implicitly,
Second, the term 'statement'

will henceforth be used to

mean a clear, meaningful,

unambiguous, declarative sentence-token asserted in a context.

Third,

if

the reader prefers, Quinean etemal or standing sentences may

be

substituted for statements in the course ofthe following discussion.

Fourth, in taking statements to be truth-bearers, the Plain Conception leaves open

(and so does not rule out) the possibility that other entities (for instance, propositions
understood as being the object or content ofbeliefstates) rnight be truth-bearers as well,

Fifth, it will be tentatively assumed, for ease of exposition, that statements are
bivalent. As to whether all statements should be viewed as bivalent (that is, as either true

or false) is an issue which will be adressed in part in section 1.5 and section 2.4 of this
chapter.
1.2.

Wh¡t âre the postulâtes of the Plain Conception of Truth?
They are the following:
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DEFIMTION OF'IS TRLIE'as predicated of

a statement:

to say that a statement P is true

is to say that things are as they are stated in P to be.

DEFIMTION OF 'IS FALSE'

as predicated

of a statement: to

say that a statement P is

false is to say that things are not as they are stated in P to be.

THE CONCEPT OF TRUTH is the concept of things being

as they are srated ro be.

TT{E CONCEPT OF FAISEHOOD is the concept of things not being as rhey are srared

to be.
TI{E PROPERTY OF BEING TRUE (TRU'[Ð is the properry of any statemenr in which
things are stated to be as they are. In expressions ofthe form'X is true', the predicate
'is true'attributes the property of truth to the referent of 'X'.

THE PROPERTY OF BEING FALSE (FAISITY) is the property of any srârement in
which things are stated to be as they are not. In expressions ofthe form 'X is false',
the predicate'is false' attributes the property of falsity to the referent of 'X'.
FOR THINGS TO BE AS STATED IS
(a) for whatever, if anything, is asserted to exist to be such that it does exist;
and

(b) for whatever, if an¡hing, is asserted to not exist to not be such that it does exist;
and

(c) for whatever, if anything, is asserted to have (instantiate, exemplify, stand in) a
characteristic(s) (be it a property(ies), relation(s) or other feature(s)) to be
such that it have that characteristic(s);
and

(d) for whatever, if anything, is asserted to not have a characteristic(s) to not be
such that it have that characteristic(s).
FOR THINGS NOT TO BE AS STATED IS
(a) for whatever, if an¡hing, is asserted to exist to not be such that
it does exist;

or
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(b) for whatever, if anything, is asserted to not exist to be such that it does exist;
(c) for whatever, if anything, is asserted to have a characteristic(s) to not be
such that it have that characteristic(s);
(d) for whatever, if anything, is asserted to not'have a characteristic(s) to be
such that it have that characteristic(s).
Note the following:

(l)

In using the indefinite pronoun 'whatever' which is gammatically singular, my

intent is not to imply that only individual entities or events may be stated to exist or have
characteristics. (It goes without saying that pluralities of entities or events may be stated

to exist or have characteristics, ) I use the term 'whatever' so
as

as

to be as neutral

as possible

to which entities or events may be stated to exist or have characteristics.
(2) In speaking above ofproperties, relations and other features, I am leaving open

which properties, relations and other features (if any) exist and which ontology of their
nature is conect (be

it Platonic realism, Aristotelean realism, trope theory, set or

class

nominalism, conceptualísm, etc, ).

(3) In speaking above of existing and of having charateristics,

I

do so with the

understanding that some (or all) entities or events might exist and/or have characteristics

only at a particular place and time. Accordingly, the above conditions for things to be as
stated (and for things not to be as stated) are to be understood as incorporating references

to time and place when appropriate, For example,
place q, then for things to be as stated is for entity
1.3. According to the Plain Conception,

At least two

ifI

state that entity X exists at time t,

X to exist at tíme t, place

what are the

uses

q.

ofthe truth predicåte?

uses may be distinguished: a primary and a secondary

use.

The

primary use of the truth predicate is for the attribution of the property of truth; the truth
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predicate allows us

to

make statements about statements by enabling us

to

assert

(metalinguistically) of these latter statements that they are true. Consider the following
examples:

(a) The

sþ

over lVinnipeg on 15 May i993 was overcasr

(b) That [i.e. (a)] is true.
In the case of(b), a statement is made about (a) by asserting of it that it is true.
(c) Mary's conjecture is true.

In the case of (c), the statement (or body of statements) to which truth is attributed

is

designated with the noun pkase 'Mary's conjecture',

The truth predicate's metalinguistic role proves especially handy when it comes to
generalizing about statements. Suppose, for instance, that we wish to state this version
the law

of

ofthe excluded middle:
(d) For any thing, it is either green or not green, and lucid or not lucid,
and Martian or not Martian, and so on.

This infinite series of universally quantified statements may be transformed into another
series of claims in which the same properÍy, namely truth, is attributed to each member

of

a class of structurally similar statements. Accordingly, the conjunction of all these claims
may be captured in the universally quantified statement:

(d)'Every statement of the form For any thing, it is either F or not F' is true.
Used in this way, the truth predicate has what Horwich calls the "intuitive logical power

of

infinite conjunction." (1990, 4)

The secondary (secondary since dependent on the primary) use of the truth
predicate

is its

"Strawsonian" use

for the expression of

concession, and the like. In salng that someone's assertion is

agreement, confirmation,

true, one can express that
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one is agreeing, confirming, conceding (etc.) that things are as that person has asserted
them to be.

1.4. Tarski proposed that any acceptable definition of the truth predicate should
have as consequence all instances ofthe (T) schema:

(T) X is true iff p

where

'p'

stands

for a (clear,

meaningful, unambiguous, bivalent) declarative

sentence, and 'Xr stands for the name of that sentence. Does the Plain Conception,s

definition of the truth predicate have as consequence all instances of the (T)
schemâ?

Yes, provided we restrict the (T) schema

to

clear, meaningfi¡I, unambiguous,

bivalent declarative sentences. The following argument (adapted ÍÌom Moser l9B9, 2728,) shows that the Plain Conception's definition ofthe truth predicate has as consequence
all instances ofthe (T) schema.

i.

'p' stands for a (clear, meaningful, unambiguous, bivalent) declarative sentence,
and 'X' stands for the name of that sentence. (assumption)

2. 'X is true'means that things are as they are stated in X to be. (definition of is
true')
3. Things are as they are stated in X to be
being as they are stated in X to be)
4.

IfX

iffp. (from I

is true, then things are as they a¡e stated in

5. Therefore,

and the notion of things

X to be. (from 2)

if X is true, then p. (from 3 nd 4)

6. Ifthings are as they are stated in X to be, then X is true. (from 2)
7. Therefore if p, then X is true. (from 3 and 6)
8. Therefore

X is true iffp. (from

5 and 7)
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1,5, How does the Plain Conception of Truth deal with sentences wherein

a

purported neme or defìnite description fails to designate anything e.g, 'Camelot

is

fair'?

To deal with such sentences, the Plain Conception has io be conjoined with
auxiliary theories about singular terms and definite descriptions. There are least three

prominent ways

of

dealing with sentences

in which a

purported name

or

definite

description fails to designate anything, and the Plain Conception is (or can be rendered)
compatible with each.
One way of dealing with such sentences is to treat them as meaningless, and thus
drop them Íïom consideration as truth-bearers.

A

second line is

to combine Russell's theory of definite descriptions with

Quine's

strategy for predicatizing names such thal 'Camelot is fair' would be construed as on par

with'There exists one and only one x such that x is Camelot and x is fair'. Since no such x
exists, 'Camelot is fair' would be lreated as straightforwardly false.

A third line is to follow Strawson and Frege and construe such

sentences as neither

true nor false. Thus what depends on the existence of Camelot is the truth-value and not
the meaningfulness of 'Camelot is fair'. If the Plain Conception is combined with this line,

it will

have to be granted that some clear, meaningfi.rl, unambiguous, declarative sentences

may, when asserted, result in a failure to state things as they are or state things as they are

not (and so, not all clear, meaningful, unambiguous declarative sentences when asserted
are bivalent, are either true or false).

It

is noteworthy that the first and second lines square well with a streamlined two-

valued logic; while the third line comes at the price of a more cumbersome three-valued

logic (or else some more complicated two-valued logic which allows certain

clear

meaningful unambiguous declarative sentences to be neither true nor false). However, the
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first line comes at the cost of requiring us to treat as meaningless, certain sentences (for
instance 'Camelot is fair' or 'The present King of France is wise') which seem patently

meaningful. The second line comes at a cost as well: not only does

it

seem counter-

intuitive to treat sentences like'Camelot is fair'or'The present King of France is wise'as

being false, but there are many insta¡ces

in which the policy of treating all

clear

meaningfi.rl unambiguous declarative sentences as either true or false has the potential to

be misleading, Consider the sentence'Brian Mulroney has stopped beating his wife Mila'.

To say that the aforementioned sentence is true implies that Mulroney was beating Mila
but has stopped; on the other hand, to say that it is false implies that he has not yet
stopped beating Mila. If Mulroney has never beaten Mila in the first place, would we not

want to say that this sentence is neither true nor false? If we must grant that some clear,
meaningful, unambiguous, declarative sentences are neither true nor false, why not also

treat as neither true nor false sentences wherein a purported name or definite description
fails to designate anything?

In any case, adherence to the Plain Conception does not by itself dictate adherence

to any of these lines. What the Plain Conception tells us is that
are as they are stated in
cases where

it to be, and false iffthings are not

a statement is

true iffthings

as they are stated in

it to be. In

a sentence contains a name or definite description which fails to designate

anything, the Plain Conception leaves to auxiliary theories the question of whether such
sentences are

to be treated as (a)

meaningless and so neither true nor false,

meaningful and false or (c) meaningf.¡l a¡d neither true nor false.

or (b)

I will leave to the

judgment of the reader the question of which auxiliary theory ought to be followed. (For
what it's worth, my own sympathies lie, as the reader has no doubt guessed, with the third
line.)
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1.6. Is The Plain Conception a Correspondence Theory of Truth?
The term 'conespondence theory' is commonly associated with theories which take

the truth-property

to

consist in

a structurally isomorphic, or mirroring, or

picturing

relation between propositionVsentences (or their constituents) and reality (fâcts or states

of affairs). Moreover, correspondencæ theories are typically associated with the view that
the reality to which propositions/sentences correspond is independent ofhuman thought or

perception. Given that the Plain Conception posits no such notion
correspondence and given that

it

of

does not imply that reality need be viewed

independent of human thought or perception (see section 2.2 of this chapter),

not to characterize
corinotations.

I

it

isomorphic

as a correspondence theory in order

to avoid

I

as

prefer to

these misleading

do, however, think that the Plain Conception captures the key insight of

the idea of correspondence, viz., that the truth ofa statement depends essentially on things

being as they are stated to be. This insight, of course, stands in need

of

defense; the

objective ofthe next part ofthis chapter is to contribute to its defense.
2. REPLIES TO SOME ANTICIPATED OBJECTIONS,

2,1, Is

it not tr¡vial to define what it

is for e statement to be true in terms of things

being as they are stated in it to be?
Perhaps; but is the charge

of being trivial damaging? In one

sense

of'trivial',

something that is trivial is something that is so obviously coffect as not to be worth the

effort to defend. If this is what is meant by trivial', then the charge of being trivial does
seem damaging for the

I

following reason. Though I think the proffered definition is correct,

do not think it is obviously so to many: those who defend other acounts of truth (e.g.

coherence, pragmatist, prosentential, etc.); this is precisely why
defend and why I'm trying to contribute to its defense.

it is worth the eÊfort to

ó1

On the other hand, perhaps what really motivates the charge ofbeing trivial is that

the proffered definition is insufficiently informative about the nature of truth. But it isn,t
obvious that the definition needs to be more informative, nor is

(Moser 1989, 32). Moreover,

if

it

clear that

it

can be

the worry is that the definition does not specifu the

conditions for finding out whether statements are true, then I have two replies.
The first appeals to the motivation for distinguishing (a) the conditions for a given
statement to be true, and (b) the ways of finding out whether a given statement is true.
one does not heed the distinction between (a) and (b) and/or

if

If

one insists that a definition

of what it is for a statement to be true must provide (b) in addition to (a), then one is
expecting,

I

submit, far too much from the definition. Consider but three statements: 'All

bachelors are male', 'Minke whales feed

offthe coast of Antartic

a'; and'2+2=4'. Obviously,

the ways of finding out whether these three statements are true differ markedly from each
other. For instance, one need only (or so it seems) analyse the meaning of'bachelor,to find

out whether the first is true; the truth ofthe second is no doubt ascertained by observing
the feeding behavior of Minke whales; the truth of the third is presumably ascertained by
adding 2 to 2 and then "seeing" (by a

considers the infinitude
un¡easonable

priori intuition?) that the sum equals 4. Now if one

(if there is such an infinitude) of possible statements, it's

surely

to expect a definition of what it is for a statement to be true to specifu the

myriad different ways of finding out whether statements are true. It is far more reasonable,

I

submit,

statements

to only expect the

said definition

ffe true, namely, that things

to

specify the conditions under which

be as they are stated to be.

Second, just because the definition by itself does not

tell us how to find out

whether statements âre true, this doesn't mean that we are left with no means whatsoever

ofascertaining which statements (or bodies of statements) are tn¡e. After all, isnt it thejob

(or at least part of the job) of epistemology (and derivatively, the various scientific

and
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comInon-sense methodologies)

to provide us with accounts of the ways of finding out

whether things are as they stated to be in various statements (and bodies of statements)?

Why should we expect a definition of what it is for a'statement to be true to do all this
work by itself?

2.2. Although the Plain Conception does not claim

to be an "isomorphic

correspondence" theory, it does claim to capture \ühat it takes to be the key insight

of the idea of correspondence, namely, that the truth of a statement essentially
depends on things being as they are stated to be. So

it

is realist in the sense that it

takes truth to be a function of how things are (in reality). How then does the Plain

Conception deal with the old contention (re-articulated

in

numerous ways by

various idealists, Kantians, Neurathians, Wiftgensteinian sprachspielists, Kuhnians,
Putnamites, Dummettians, etc., etc.) which essentially boils down to saying that (a)

reality (what exists) is not independent of human thought or perception and/or (b)
our åwâreness of reality is concepltheory-laden?
For the sake of conceptual tidiness, let's distinguish some realist theses and then
see

how they relate to the Plain Conception.

REALISM(i). Let's call "Realist(l)" any rhesis according to which the truth of

a

statement (or other truth bearer) depends (essentially) on things being (in reality) as they

are stated to be. (Such a thesis need not be worded exactly as this; the general idea,
though, is that a Realist(l) thesis is one which takes the truth of statement (or other truthbearer) to be a function of reality being as

it

said or believed to be.) Let's call "Anti-

Realist(l)" any thesis which takes the truth of a statement (or other truth bearer) to
depend on something (e.g. coherence) other than things being (in reality) as they are stated

to be. Without question, the Plain Conception is Realist (l).
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REALISM(2). Let's call "Realist(2)" any thesis which holds rhar rhe exisrence and
nature ofentities (or events) in a domain are independent ofhuman thought or perception;

that is, these entities exist, and exist they way they do, whether or not they are thought
about or perceived by humans. Let's call "A-nti-Realist(2)" any thesis which holds that the
existence and nature of entities in a domain are in some way dependent on being thought

about or perceived by humans. Note that one can be a Realist(2) about entities in one
domain while being Anti-realist(2) about entities in another; for instance, one can be a
Realist(2) about mid-sized physical objects while being an A.nti-Realist(2) about electrons.

Modulo Realism(2) and Anti-Realism(2), the Plain Conception is, by itself, largely
neutral. That is, it leaves open the question of whether the entities or events which exist,
and the characteristics they may have, are dependent on being thought about or perceived

by humans, or are independent of being thought about or perceived by humans. (If reality

is essentially mentâl or spiritual in nature, then so be it: a statement about monads (or
minds, spirits, the Absolute, Brahma, etc.) is true
are stated to be.

the void is true

If reality

iffthe

iffthe monads (spirits, etc) are as they

is wholly physical, then so be

it:

a statement about the atoms in

atoms in the void are as they are stated to be.

(It is less than clear,

however, whether there could be statements (or even truth) if reality were wholly physical

in the

sense

that mental entities and events are not reducible to the physical but rather

don't exist at

all.) If reality is such that

some entities and events are mental and some

entities and events are physical, then so be it: a statement about such entities or events is

true

if

these entities or events are as they are stated to be,) Äccordingly, whatever the

merits or flaws of the various arguments which purport to refute the view that reality (or

some portion

of it) is

independent

of human thought or perception, these

arguments

should not be taken as refuting the Plain Conception. The Plain Conception takes truth to
depend on how things are in reality, but it is largely neutral as to the nature ofreality,
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REAIISM(3). Let's call "Realist(3)" any thesis which holds rhat our
(perceptual, a

awareness

priori, introspective, or other) ofthe objects or events in some domain

concept/theory-neutral (that

is, our

awareness

of

these objects

or

is

events can occur

unmediated by concepts or theory). Let's call "Anti-Realist(3)" any thesis which holds that

our awareness of the objects or events in some domain is concept/theory-laden (that is,
our awareness ofthese objects or events can only occur mediated by concepts or theory).

Note that one can be a Realist(3) about entities or events in one domain while being

an

Anti-Realist(3) about the entities or events in another; for instance, one can be a Realist(3)
about one's own bodily sensations while being an Anti-Realist(3) about electrons.

Modulo Realism(3) and Anti-Realism(3), the Plain Conception is (again) neutral.
Though it takes truth to depend on things being as they are stated to be, it is neutral as to

whether our awareness of reality (or some aspect of it) is (or must be) concept/theory-

neulral, or concept/theoryJaden.

A¡d so

again, whatever the merits

arguments which purport to refute the view that our awareness of reality

or flaws of
(or some

the

aspect

of it) is concept/theory-neutral, these arguments should not be taken as refuting the plain
Conception.

(While on the topic of realism, yet another kind is worth distinguishing.)

REALISM(4). Let's call "Realist(4)" any thesis according to which a statement (or
other truth-bearer) can be true whether or not
epistemic agents

it

would be verified or con_firmed by

in ideal epistemic conditions. Let's call "Anti-Realist(4)" any

according to which a statement (or other truth-bearer) can be true

iffit

thesis

would be verified

or confirmed by epistemic agents in ideal epistemic conditions (Sauvé 1991, 516-517; cf.
Dummeft 1978, Putnam 1981).

The Plain Conception is compatible with both Realism(4) and Anti-Realism(4)
depending on how the notion ofideal epistemic conditions is construed,
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Ifideal epistemic conditions

are such that epistemic agents under those conditions

are not infallible and not omniscient, then the Plain Conception, when conjoined with these
assumptions of fallibiÌity and non-omniscience, is Realist(4).

Whether the Plai¡ Conception is also compatible with Anti-Realism(4) is a more

tricky question for many issues have to be disentangled. First, it might be thought that (a)
since, on the Plain Conception, a statement P is true iffthings are as they are stated in P to

be, and (b) since (a) makes no reference

to

epistemic concepts (such as verification,

confirmation, epistemic conditions, and the like), the Plain Conception

is

perforce

committed to Realism(4). But to define in flon-epistemic terms what it is for a statement to
be true does not entail that one is automatically committed to Realism(4),

If we

assume

that ideal epistemic conditions are such that epistemic agents in those conditions

are

infallible and omniscient, then it follows that all and only true statements would be verified

or confrmed by these epistemic agents. For after all, to say thaf the epistemic agents are
infallible is

to

say that their judgments are always correct; and

to

say that they are

omniscient is to say that they know of every statement whether it is true, whether it is false

or whether it is neither true nor false. Given these assumptions about ideal
conditions,

it

follows that a statement is true

epistemic agents in ideal epistemic conditions.

if
If

it would

epistemic

be verified or con_firmed by

the Plain Conception is conjoined with

these assumptions about ideal epistemic conditions, the resulting view is one in which the

property of being true is co-extensive with the property of being (something that would
be) verified or confirmed by epistemic agents in ideal epistemic conditions.

Note in the above case, however, that even though the property of being true is
co-extensive with the prope,'ty ofbeing verified or confirmed by epistemic agents in ideal

epistemic con'ditions,

it

doesn't follow that 'is true', in its primary sense, means being

verified or confirmed by epistemic agents in ideal epistemic conditions. Consider the
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following analogy. Assume that the word'dime', in its primary sense, means ten cent coin.
Assume also, for the nonce, that all and only dimes are made by a dime-making machine;

thus, something is a dime

iff it is made by a dime-making

machine. Accordingly, the

properfy of being a dime is co-extensive with the property of being made by a dimemaking machine, But it does not follow from this that 'dime,, in its primary sense, means
something made by a dime-making machine, Why not? Because the concept of a dimemaking machine presupposes the more basic concept

ofa ten cent coin. Unless we understood this more
a dime-making machine

ofa dime which itself

basic concept

is the concept

ofa dime, the concept of

would strike us as opaque.

Similarly, 'is true'does not, in its primary sense, mean being verified or confirmed

by epistemic agents in ideal epistemic conditions. Why not? Because the latter notion
presupposes in numerous ways the more basic concept

of truth. For instance, how

does

one explain the notions of omniscience and infallibility without appealing (implicitly or
explicitly) to the notion of truth?; Is not the epistemic point of view essentially concemed

with the question of knowledge and with the question of the grounds by which we may be
justified in believing certain things to be true?; In verifying or confirming a statement (or
body ofstatements), is one not verifying or confrming that things are as they are stated to
be? Since the more basic concept of truth seems to be presupposed in numerous ways in

the concept of being verified or confirmed by epistemic agents in ideal epistemic
conditions, it is a mistake,

I

submit, to say that 'is true' means, in its primary sense, being

verified or confirmed by epistemic agents in ideal epistemic conditions. And this is so even

if we

assume that the property

of being true is co-extensive with the properfy of being

verified or confirmed by epistemic agents in ideal epistemic conditions.
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In short, then, the Plain

Conception is compatible with Realism(4) and Anti-

Realism(4) depending on the assumptions that are built into the notion of being verified or
confirmed by epistemic agents in ideal epistemic conditions.

While there remains a raft of senses of 'Realism' (e.g. the approximate truth of

a

theory is the best explanation of its predictive success, the approximate truth ofa theory is
a sufficient explanation of its predictive success, science aims at a literal.ly true account

of

the world and its success is to be reckoned by its progress toward achieving this goal, and
so the list goes on) and corresponding senses of 'Anti-Realism', it's not evident (to put it

mildly) that the Plain Conception is, by itselt committed to any of these positions, unless it
is conjoined with other auxiliary assumptions.

Before we move on, allow me to make a brief observation, Why, it might be asked,

I

speculate that one of the

(I call this a "speculation" because I

unfortunately cannot, for

are views like the Plain Conception not especially popular?
reasons is the following.

want of space and time, back this point up with detailed historical exegesis). It seems that
historically philosophers who have tended to espouse some version of Realism(l) have
also tended

to

espouse some version

or other of Realism(2)

and./or Realism(3) and/or

Realism(4). (For a recent example ofa philosopher who espouses Realisms

(l)

and (2) and

(4), see A.lston 1979 (cf Devitt 1984), One can no doubt find in Aristotle's works versions

of Realisms (1), (2), and (3).) Since versions of Realism( I ) have typica.lly been explained

or defended as part of (or simply been

assumed

to be part of) larger

"package-deals',

involving versions ofRealisms (2) and/or (3) and/or (4), opponents of Realisms (2) andlor

(3) and/or (4) have typically (most often tacitly) assumed that they must also reject
Realism(l), In other words, the Realist(l) "baby" has typically been thrown out with the
"bath water" in criticisms of Realisms (2) and (3) and (4), (For instance, there is â strong

implicít tendency in Putnam 1981 and Dummett 1978, or so

I

suspect in reading between
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I

would

to test my "speculation" for yourself: Wlen you come

across

the lines, to reject Realism(l) out of antipathy for Realisms (2), (3), and (a).)
advise you, my reader,

discussions on realism(s) and truth, ask yourselfwhether or not Realism(l) is being taken,

without argument, to belong to some larger "package-deal" involving other realist theses
which are then defended or ci,l.icized en bloc.

2.3. Correspondence Theories of Tn¡th have been attacked for failing to provide

plausible accounts of the

fruth of (a) coirnterfnctual

statements,

(b) normative

stãtements, and (c) mathematical or logical statements. (For some relevant discussion,
see

for instance O'Connor 1975, Grayling 1982, Moser 1989, Sauvé 1991.) If we allow

counterfactual (subjunctive conditional) statements
supposed

to

correspond

to reality? If

to be true, how are

they

normative (be they ethical, epistemic,

aesthetic, prudential, or other) statements correspond to reality, are we to suppose

that there is a normative reality? If mathematical or logical statements correspond
to reality, are r

e

to posit the existence of a mathem¡tical or logical reality as well?

Since the Plain Conception claims

to

capture the insight

of the idea of

correspondence, how does it propose to deal with such statements?

Let's concede right off the bat that

if

one takes the correspondence relation to

involve some elaborate notion of isomorphic representatiorl then, yes, it seems implausible

to view counterfactual, normative, and mathematicaVlogical statements as corresponding

in a picture-like way to reality. But the Plain Conception involves no such outlandish
notion. How then does the Plain Conception deal with statements of the kind mentioned
above? As follows,

NORMATIVE STATEMENTS. Whether or not normative statements should be
treated as truth-bearers depends on whether

or not normative

statements really are

statements. Consider a case where Mary tells John: "You ought to be kind to orphans,"

If
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the correct account of such utterances is that they are really implicit exclamatories (e.g.
Mary's utterance should be construed as akin to "I (Mary) like it when you (John) are kind

to orphars!") or

to "I (Mary)

as

implicit imperatives (e,g, Mary's utt-erance should be construed as akin

command you (John)

to be kind to orphans!"), then,

of

since the class

genuine statements excludes implicit exclamatories and implicit imperatives, such
utterances would not (really) be statements and so would not (really) be truth-bearers.

If

on the other hand, the correct account of normative utterances is that they are genuine
statements, then they are true

iff things are as they are stated in them to be, 'You (John)

ought to be kind to orphans' is true

iff

John ought

to be kind to orphans. The Plain

Conception does not tell us: (a) why it is that reality is such that some, ifany, are true, and

(b) how we can know or bejustified in believing that some, ifany, are true; those are jobs

it

leaves to metaphysics, epistemology, ethics, aesthetics, and so on.

COTINTERFACTUALS.

If

counterfactual statements really are statements, and

some of them are true, then those which are true are true

them to be.

If

if

iffthings are as they are stated in

one asserts a counlerfactual statement, say, of the form 'In the possible

situation that p, q also', how things are stated to be is simply that in p, q also; and things
are as they are stated to be

iffin

p, q also. For example, take the counterfactual 'If Hitler

had not been bom, the Second World War would not have occurred.' On the Plain
Conceptior¡ this counterfactual is true iff if Hitler had not been borq the Second World
Wa¡ would not have occurred. The Plain Conception (again) does not tell us: (a) why it is
that reality is such that some, if any, are true, and (b) how we can know or be justified in
believing that some,

if

any, are true; those are jobs

it

leaves

to the metaphysics

and

epistemology of counterfactuals.

MATIIEMATICAL/LOGICAL STATEMENTS.
statements really are statements, and

if

If

mathematical and logical

some of them are true, then those which are true
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are true

iff things are as they are stated in them to be. For instance, '2+3=î is true iff

2+3:5, 'If

iffif

class

Class

A is a subclass of class B, then any member of A is a member of B' is true

A is a subclass of Class B, then any member of A is a member of B. The plain

Conception (again) does not tell us: (a) why it is that reality is such that some, ifany, are

true, and (b) how we can know or be justified in believing that some, if any, are true; those
are

jobs it leaves to the metaphysics and epistemology of mathematics and logic.
The Plain Conception is a modest and unpretentious theory; it does not pretend to

offer a universal panacea for all philosophical problems, On the Plain Conception, the
question of why it ís that '2+2=4' is true is no more mysterious than why it is that 2+2=4.

If the correct ontology of

mathematical reality is Platonic realism, then so be

it; if the

conect ontology of mathematical reality is constructivist (or other), then so be it. Similarly

for normative and counterfactual statements: the Plain Conception leaves open what

are

the correct ontologies of normative and counterfactual realities (if there be such realities).

If one is concemed about having the truth of mathematicallogical, normative,

and

counterfactual statements depend on things being (in reality) as they are stated to be, then

I

can only reply that (a) the Plain Conception is very open as

to

nature of

mathematicaylogical, normative, and counterfactual reality, and (b) is not the alternative
even less palatable?

- that is, why bother calling such statements "true" if their ,'truth,,

is

not a function ofhow things are in reality?

2.4.

In light of the Liar paradox, is not the Plain

Conception threatened with

inconsistency?

In order to
with

see how

we might deal with Liar paradoxical statements, let's begin

a patently non-paradoxical statement. Consider,

(Ð

Snow is white.

for instance:
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On the assumption that (i) has truth conditions, let's apply a truth schema to

is the

result

biconditional:

(i) is

rrue

if

snow

is white. This

(i)

The

biconditional

is

unproblematic.
Let's turn now to a Liar paradoxical statement. As an example, consider:

(ii) (ii) is nor true.
I propose to

tackJe (íi) as follows.

STEPI. On the assumprion that (ii) has truth conditions, let's apply a rruth

to it. The result is an inconsistent biconditional: (ii) is true itr (ii) is not true.

schema

What we have here, in effect, is the reductio ad absurdum of the assumption that (ii)
has truth conditions. (Note: what is srared in

(ii) is that (ii) is not true, and this is

tantamount to stating that (ii)'s truth conditions are that it has no truth conditions; this is
incoherent for what has truth conditions cannot have no truth conditions,)
STEP2, Given that the assumption that (ii) has truth conditions leads to absurdity,

we must reject this assumption. In rejecting this assumption, we are concluding that (i;)
has no

truth conditions (or at least has no coherent truth conditions). If we assume that

what has no (coherent) truth conditions cannot be true, then (ii) cannot be true. What
cannot be true is not true. Therefore, (ii) is not true, (Note: we are saying that (ii) is not

true, not because it has truth conditions which it fails to meet (in which case it would be
false), but rather because it has no (coherent) truth conditions

i¡

virtue of which it could

be true.)

STEP 3. If we then ask, however, whether (ii) is true afrer all, it seems that we are
(perversely) compelled to say yes, since (apparently) it is srared in (ii) that (ü) is not true,
and things (apparently) are as they are stated in (ü) to be, namely, that

so,

it

seems thät (iÐ is true after all.

(ii) is not true. And
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Where our reasoning has gone awry is in the move from STEP 2 to STEp 3. Our
reasoning in STEP
and we

t

had shown by reductio that (ii) has no (coherent) truth conditions,

had concluded in STEP 2 that (ii) is not lrue. However, the very question of

asking whether a statement is true, which is to ask wh.ether things are as they are stated in

it to be, presupposes, I

submit, that the statement

in question has (coherent) truth

conditions (such that if they are met, the statement is true; and if they are not met, the
statement is false). The reasoning
assumptions are held simultaneously:

in STEP 3 is

(l)

defective

in that two contradictory

that (ii) has no (coherent) truth conditions, and

(2) that (iD has (coherent) truth conditions. Assumption (1) is inherited from STEp

2,

while assumption (2) is presupposed in asking whether (ii) is true. Since the reasoning in
STEP 3 involves contradictory assumptions, we should resist the move ÍÌom STEp 2 to

STEP 3. What we should say of (ii) is that it is nor true since it has no (coherent) rruth
conditions; and given this, we must be wary of questions which presuppose that

it

has

(coherent) truth conditions.

The situation above is somewhat analogous to the following, Assume, for the
nonce, that former Prime Minister Mulroney has never beaten his wife Mila, In a press
scrum, a mischievous reporter Íìom the CBC asks the former PM, in order to embarrass

hin¡ whether he has stopped beating Mila. Notice that the reporter's question presupposes
that the former PM has beaten Mila. Consequently,

if

Mulroney answers yes, what is

implied is that he had been beating Mila but has stopped doing so; and if he says no, what

is implied is that he has not yet stopped beating her. Either way, the Mulroney finds
himself in a bind if he tries to answer the question as it stands. The wise thing for him to

do is to reject the assumption on which the question is based. He could say, for instance:

"I

have not stopped beating my wife precisely because

place. "

I

have never beaten her in the first
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Similarly,

I

think we should say of (ii) that

(coherent) truth conditions.

it is not true because it

has no

If we are then asked whether (ii) is true afìer all, we must

reject the assumption on which the question is based, namely, that (ii) has (coherent) truth
conditions.

It's along lines such as these that

I

think the Liar paradox might be defused (cf

Burge 1979; Sainsbury 1988). However,

I

have said above "solves" the Liar paradox.

I have only addressed one example of it (a self-

am not by any means claiming that what

I

referential example), and I have taken as given, and so provided no argument for, two key

Ifa

statement has no (coherent) truth conditions, it cannot be true, and (b)

If

one asks whether a statement is true, one is (tacitly) presupposing that the statement

of

claims: (a)

which the question is asked has (coherent) truth conditions. These claims, ofcourse, stand
in need of defense (a defense which I must leave to future work).

Howbeit, until an acceptable solution is found to the paradox

(if

one is ever

found), we need not cringe in fear of the inconsistency that Liar paradoxical statements
threaten to introduce. Why not? Because

it is not excessively ditrcult to filter out many (if

not all) of them. How so? As follows. If you suspect a self-referential statement is Liar
paradoxical, apply a truth schema to it; if what results is an inconsistent biconditional (one
where the left side contradicts the right side, and vice-versa), reject the suspect statement
as incoherent.

(cfl Kermit Scott's introduction to Jean Buridan's Sonhismata)

In the case of "circular" Liar paradoxical

statements, the filtering required is

slightly more complex. Consider:

(iii)

(iv) is true,

(iv)

(iü) is not true.

To filter, proceed as follows. Apply a truth schema ro (iü) and (iv). Whar resulrs is:

(iii) is true iff (iv) is true; (iv) is true iff (iii) is not true. From

these

two biconditionals it
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follows that: (iii) is true itr (iii) is nor rrue. since rhe latter biconditional is inconsisrenr,
reject as incoherent (iii) and (iv). (Note: we are only rejecting them as they occur in this
case;

in other cases, (iii) and (iv) might be coherent. Ìor instance if (iv) were ,Snow

white', then (iii) would be coherent;

is

If (iii) were 'How are you?', then (iv) would be

coherent.)

*****
Some Final Remarks. Having escaped, at least for the moment, the fate of
Philetas ofCos (an ancient logician who let the Liar paradox torment him so much that it
is said to have caused his premature death), let me, while
close.

I

began this chapter

I still

can, bring this chapter to a

with A¡istotle's dictum on truth which, through the centuries,

has consistently struck philosophers as insightful. Using

it

as my starting

point, I have tried

to flesh out a conception of truth which, I hope you will agree, is appealingly slim in
epistemic and ontological commitments, attractively simple and common-sensical, and one

which "tells it like it is."
On the Plain Conception, the answer to the question ofwhat it means to say that a
statement is true is plain and simple: to say that a statement is true is to say that things are
as they are stated

in it to be. The concept of truth is also plain and simple: it is simply the

concept of things being as they are stated to be. The real hard questions are (a) how can
we know or be justified in believing that c€rtain statements, if aay, are true? and (b) why is

reality such that certain statements,

if

any, are true? What

I

have tried

to

emphasize

throughout this chapter is that the Plain Conception cannot be expected to, nor is it
designed

to, answer questions (a) and (b); these are questions properly left to the fields

which are designed to explore and answer such questions: metaphysics and epistemology
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in general, and the various disciplines (ethics, aesthetics, physics, biology, chemistry,
economics, mathematics, linguistics, and so on) in particular.

Is the Plain Conception too obvious and too truistic to be of any philosophical
significance?

I

would suggest to you, my reader, that if the Plain Conception is obvious

and truistic (and

I

would certainly be willing to granr that

it is), then therein lies its

philosophical significance. For would it not be significant if we could at least agree that
the concept of truth is plain and simple, and not as complicated and implausible as the
various accounts ofthe intension or use of true' (isomoryhic correspondence, coherence,
pragmatist, redundancy (recall chapter
made

it

l),

prosentential (recall chapter 2), and so on) have

appear to be? Why shouldn't the concept of truth be any less obvious and truistic?

Why complicate matters when there is no pressing need to do so?

Of course, the Plain Conception does not solve all philosophical problems: it does
not tell us whether true beliefs facilitate successfi.¡l behaviour, how to solve the problem(s)

of scepticism(s), whether it is true that unobservable entities exist, whether truth is or
ought to be the aim of science, whether the truth of scientific theories accounts for their
predictive success, whether moral nihilism is true, whether a two-valued Iogic is preferable

to

a

thee-valued logic, which ontology of properties and relations is true, which theory

of

reference is true, which ontology of abstract entities is true, and so the list goes on. The
Plain conception may, however, acting as an auxiliary theory of the meaning of ,true' for
theories designed to tackle such questions, clarify thi-nking about such matters insofa¡ as it
allows us to see that the concept of truth is not prtzzling or mysterious or unfathomable,

but plain and simple.
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Conclusion.
The objective of this thesis has been to explore three theories of the meaning
(intension or use) of 'true': the Redundancy Theory, the Prosentential theory, and the plain
Conception of truth.

In Chapter 1, we explored the Redundancy Theory according to which true, is
non-attributive and eliminable \¡/ithout semantic [oss. Although the origins of the theory
are commonly imputed the work of Frank Ramsey,

probably

not a

(l)

argued that Ramsey himself was

redundancy advocate. Nevertheless, many think

(redundancy) position on truth is essentially correct;
argued that

I

even

if the truth

change in truth conditions,

it

I

endeavored

the

',Ramseyan"

to show that it is not. I

predicate is eliminable from certain sentences without

does not follow that the truth predicate is non-attributive,

and (2) there are certain sentences from which the truth predicate cannot be eliminated

without lapsing into unintelligibility or equivocation. I also pointed out that the notion of

truth values seems to presuppose a truth property and that the notion of translation
correctness seems to imply a non-redundancy construal ofthe concept of truth. Finally, I
questioned whether the redundancy theory, given that

it contends that the concept of truth

is so inconsequential that the truth predicate can be eliminated without replacement, can
provide an explanation for why the concept of truth seems to play such a seemingly

in

important role
considerations,

I

phìlosophical thought and discourse, On the basis

of the above

concluded that the Redundancy theory fails to offer a plausible account

of the meaning (use) of 'true'.

In Chapter 2, we explored the

Prosententia.l theory according

to which, though

'true' is not eliminable from the language, 'true' is to be understood in a non-attributive
prosentential manner.

theory

on

I

I criticized the
the notion of propositional

explained the notion of prosentences at length.

several grounds including the following:
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quantification it posits is puzzling and disquietingly unclear; it makes the implausible claim
that we can express agreement with someone's assertion

ofa

statement by uttering,that is

true' or 'iÎ is true' without thereby characterizing the' statement in any way; its alleged
extension ofthe prosentential 'true'to sentential inheritors appears dubious and ad hoc and

in some

cases violates the use/mention distinction. Finally,

I

questioned whether the

Prosentential theory could explain why questions about the nature of truth are among the

oldest

of

philosophical questions (did these questions arise merely from a failure to

recognize the existence of prosentences?), whether it could offer a plausible account ofthe
many epistemic and logical concepts which seem to presuppose the concept of truth, and
whether it could explain the synonymy of 'true'with other seerningly attributive adjectives.
On the basis of the above considerations,

I

concluded that the Prosentential theory does

not provide a plausible account ofthe meaning (use) of 'true'.
Having rejected both the Redundancy and Prosentential theories,

I

endeavored in

Chapter 3 to provide a plausible theory ofthe meaning (intension) of 'true' (construed as a
genuine predicate expressing a genuine property). This theory, the Plain Conception of

truÎh, whose ancestry can be traced back to Aristotle, offers a simple and common-sensical
answer to the question of what we mean by'true', namely,

to say that a statement is true

is

to say that things are as they are stated in it to be. I sought to explain and contribute to the
defense

of the Plain Conception. In defending the theory against some (by no means all)

possible objections,

I tried to

show that (a)

it is not trivial in a damaging

(b) it

is

realist in an innocuous sense, (c) it does not offer an implausible account of the truth

of

sense,

normative, counterfactual, and mathematicaylogicai statements, and (d) there are ways of
handling the Liar paradox without abandoning the Plain Conception. While the Plain
Conception does not offer a universal panacea for all philosophical problems,

I

suggested

that it may, acting as an auxiliary theory of the meaning of 'true' for theories designed to
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tackle such problems, clarify thinking insofar as it allows us to see that the ooncept of truth

itselfis not puzzling or implausible or unfathomable, but plain and simple.
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